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ABSTRACT

i

SociologY,in concerning itself with methodology
and cultural determinism,may have overlooked the value of
human experience in determining social action.

We feel that

the structural-functionalist point of view is not mutually
exclusive with that of symbolic interaction theory.

The

field of collective behavior has not adequately explained
a certain incidence of human activity called Transcenden
tal Meditation.

This paper will define Transcendental

Meditation in sociological terms and explore its growth
in terms of structural-functionalism,as well as in terMS
of the symbol-making faculty of human experience.
In the first chapter, the author will state his
biases and background as well as the problem and purpose
of the paper.
In the second chapter, Transcendental Meditation
will be defined through an explanation of its concepts in
sociological terms.
reported.

A view of the TM program will also be

Following this in the third chapter, the origins

of TM will be
tion of Indian

discussed~showing
guru~

its basis to be in a tradi

and following its development in the

United states until the present.

The history of TM will

proceed through biography of leading figures, with special
mention of innovations in the TI

institution of

~eaching.

ii

and

event~

in the growth of the 'movement' of TOO that are

of key importance.
Having set down the history of TM, in the fourth
chapter we will discuss
models.

TM

in terms of various sociological

We will try to identify TM as either a social move

ment; a charismatic organization or a bureaucracy.
In the fifth chapter we will look more closely at
the structure of the organization that teaches TM in regard
to its own functioning; that

i~

compliance, communication,

socialization and recruitment, and also in regard to its
relationship with national institutions, such as military,
industry, religion, and government.
Finally, we will explore

TM

in terms of individual

and group goals and offer an explanation defining the growth
of Tfu.
Throughout-the paper, sociological perspectives
will be applied to phenomena that exist in the society today.
It is not within the scope of this paper to verify all the
sociological implications and appraisals offered. It is hoped
that this will not invalidate the ensuing discussion. It is
also hoped that this paper will expanq the horizons of socio
logy_ and offer some direction in future studies of collective
behavior.

If this is accomplished, the author will be grati

fied and indebted to his teachers.

If not the author takes full

responsibility.
This paper is dedicated therefore to Mr. Birge,

iii

Mr Morrione, Mr. Geib as well as to my parents who have

encouraged me, my friends whom I have interviewed, and to
His Holiness, Maharishi

b~hesh

Yogi whose teaching

ha~j

uplifted hundred of thousands of people-in the world and
may bring about the development of new thresholds of peace
and prosperity for mankind.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this paper is to identify and ex
plain Transcendental Meditation in terms of sociological
perspectives.

Transcendental Meditation has been in the

West for fourteen years and has begun to take root and
grow rapidly,

Adherents practice it daily and proclaim
miraculous and beneficial effects. l TM. as it is called,
has received varied and changing response from the press,

government, military, and other institutions in our soci
ety.

The question arises whether TM is a fad, sect, cult,

social movement, religion, or institution and whether the
organization that teaches it is a core group, bureaucracy,
complex organization or school.
The scope of Transcendental Meditation is narrow,
only involving a time commitment of about fifteen minutes
twice a day for those who practice it.
teach it, it ·is closer to a way of life.

But for those who
However, the per

vasiveness of TM is great, since the benefits of the
tice~infiltrate

prac~·

into every aspect of a meditator's life,

and the vocabulary and perspective proffered by TM medita
tors and teachers is diffusing through society. 2
This paper will attempt to locate what is at the
base of the growth of TM, what means are employed in spread
ing TM, what is the structure of the organization that

teaches TOO, and what are the consequences of the growth
of TM for the individual, for the group, and for society
at large.
I shall try herein to state my biases.

In soci

ology. I have become familiar with the structural-function
al) point of view and will analyze TM in terms of its place
in society.

Furthermore, I am aware of the all-pervasive
aspect of cUlture 4 in defining a human being's experience
in life.

Howeve~.in

the second chapter I will try to show

how.TM allows the individual to transcend culture and direc
tly apprehend transcultural values in life.

I am also

somewhat familiar with the Symbolic Interaction perspect
ive. 5

In understanding the growth of TOO, our knowledge
is enhanced by taking into account the individ

ual experience and-the individual's response to it.

In

fact, it is my contention throughout this paper, that TM
cannot be understood without a consideration of its experi
ential aspect. 6

The form that the organization teaching

TM takes is at least partially determined by the nature
of the consequences of experiences in Transcendental
Meditation.

That form is also in part due to the structure

of the society it evolves from.
My biases in regard to meditation should be

thoroughly explained.

I have been practicing TM since

1968 and have attended many advanced courses, some given
by Maharish Mahesh Yogi.

I -learned of TM from

a friend,

enrolled in the TM course in Cambridge. Massachusetts, and
In 1970, r· traveled to India

have practiced it regularly.

to study under Maharishi Mahesh Yogi and became a teacher
of TM.

I remained with him in India for five months and

attended his courses that spring and summer also in the
United States and Europe.?

During that time r had some

personal contact with Maharishi and felt that I began
know him.

t~

He is a saintly man who lives what he teaches, andy

as Buckminster Fuller has said, the first thing you see is
8
I feel the time I spent in his
that he manifests love.
presence has greatly enriched my life.
Since 1970, r have attended a number of teacher
training courses, SCI courses and ATR courses. 9 In re
searching this paper, I traveled to Santa Barbara, Cali
fornia

durir~

January of 1973 to interview .teachers of TM

as well as atT.end lectures by Maharishi.

The growth of the

organization that teaches TM is so rapid that one's inforrn
ation concerning activities can easily be outdated in a
number of

mon~hs.

I

currently writing a paper dealing with norms
and stratification at teacher-training courses lO and have
~m

in the past made a study of the effects attributed to medit
ation in a sample of one hundred meditators. ll
To me, meditation is an experience I
beliefl

it requires no faith.

it is not a

I do not feel that a close

analysis of oeditation will jeopardize my own status.

I

4.

practice it and enjoy and am willing to discuss it objective
ly.

My beliefs are not at stake.
TM has begun to be evaluated by physiologists,

psychologists, as well as physicists, educators, and artists. 12
Sociology has thus far only investigated TM in reference to
behavior modification, specifically the curbing of drug
abuse. l ) It is within the realm of sociology to concern
itself with behavior and attitude towards others and self.
I will try to explore the consequences of TM in terms of
the individual, the group, and society as a Whole.

I will

be doaling with attitude of individuals toward T~], SI~~,14
and themselves.

I will also deal with the structure of

SIMS, and its influence in society.

In the conclusion,

I will offer long-range predictions, and we shall see whether
time bears them out.
I am indebted to my sociology teachers at Colby
College for teaching me sociology and offering guidance in
my studies.

I will try to maintain a value-neutrality.

I

have found that in dealing with this one subject many more
questions have developed than can be dealt with here.
I hope only to follow C. Wright Mills' injunction
that we USe information and reaSon to "achieve lucid
summations of what is going on in the world and of what
may be happening wi thin rourselvesl." 15

CHAnER II
WHAT IS TRANSCENDENTAL MEDITATION?

Transcendental Meditation is rather unique •. One
cannot understand the phenomenon of its growth without un
derstanding something about its contentt

how it

work~

t

what

it is supposed to do, what can be said about its experiences
and what ,its principles are.
logical terms.

These may be explained in socio

The sociological concept of culture holds that

meaningful aspects of human life exist as a set of symbols out
side the individual.

As the individual matures he inter

nalizes these symbols and meanings from his surroundings and
relates them to his own experience so that he becomes a func
tioning, integrated member of society.

This concept in its

extreme proclaims that all that really exists ln determining
human activity is culture and that all human experience is
just a combination'of elements already existing in culture. l
This is suitable for an appraisal of a static situation,
but one has t'o look at man also as a symbol-making creature J
fashioning present symbols into new combilations and inventing
new symbols to correspond to new types of human experience. 2
A third point of view would minimize the symbolic aspect of
experience and say "Man is most importantly a creature of
experience--he touches, tastes, smells, eats, drinks, sees,
feeisl

and what he thinks is derived from experience."

I

do not believe this third point of view is tenable, since an out

·6.
. ,standing human characteristic is the ability to think abstractly, and even to manipulate symbols that have no real referent,
that is, to lie intentionally or not.

However, the artist

may well claim that experience is the determining factor in
his activity rather'than the symbol.

These three

per~pectives'

involving the relationship between symbol and experience are
very important in understanding Transcendental Meditation.
In the practice of Transcendental Meditation as
,taught by Maharishi Mahesh Yogi. or TN as it will now be
refered to, the meditator sits with closed eyes for a period
of fifteen to twenty minutes.

During this time he experiences

a thought in what is called "its finer and finer phases" [un
til he J

transcends the finest activity of thinking and he

,

remains alert, in a $tate of pure consciousness"
devoid of all activity.
transcends culture.

4

Which is

This state of pure consciousness

In fact, it may even be said to transcend

"experience" in the sense that there is a subject, object,
and means of experience.
In order to

ex~in

this. it is necessary to discuss

the principles of TM given, to people in introductory talks
prior to beginning the practice of TM. 5 There are three major
states of consciousness commonly experienced.

In the waking

state there is the capacity to act and perceive and think.
There is that

1i~lhess

of experience which we, call awareness.

There is also some sense of self, of the existence of our own
consciousness.

As Henri Bergson postulated, a flow of

J

7.
Impressions, ideas, feelings, and thoughts dovetail into one
another,6

Thus there is conscious activity in the mind, and

there is some knowledge of the continuity_of our existence,
self-awareness.

In dreaming there is perception and action in

an imaginary frame of reference, rrut there is little or no

-~

self-awareness-- that is, little knowledg~ of the continuity
of our life,

In dreamless sleep there is neither awareness of

objects, (perception), nor is there any sense of our own
existence, that is, consciousness.

This may be represented

graphical::'YI
Awareness of
Yes

ThoUghts;.et~.,

~o

Yes

Pure
Consciousness

Waking

Awareness of
Self
- No

Sleeping

Dreaming
Figure 1:

The Four Major states Of Consoiousness

There appears to be a fourth possibility, a state of pure consolos
ness w1thout an object of perception.

This may seem hard to under

stand at first, and that may be accounted for.

If in the waking

state, the structure of all experience 1s M consclousness of x,· 8
-where x is all objects of perception, that ls, thoughts, feelings
or sensation, then x 1s anything that can be experienced.
we experlenc-e x: do

we:-;exp~rlenoe

consciousness.

Our concept of

oonsciousness naturally is identified with perception.

ness 1s never found without perception.
solousness, we experience

percer~

only when

Consclous

Whenever we experience con

or. and whenever we perceive

B.
are we to some degree cODscious.

When we dream, oonsciousness

is less'and perception is imaginary,

when we are in dream

less sleep, consciousness is nil and perception is nil.
In TOO, a thought is experienced in such a way that
the process of thinking comes to a halt, and yet the mind
does not fall asleep.

The mind remains alert, conscious, yet

not Hconscious of" any object.
major state of consciousness.

This then defines a fourth
I must warn that this desc'ript

ion is not anything but a description.
for proper instruction,

It is not a substitute

it is not a means of practicing Ti.l.

It is only an explanation of something that is experiential.
This state of pure consciousness, is beyond culture since
it has no aspect of ideation,
even experience.

symbol~making.

or meaning, or

The knower is awake, but not experiencing

any object of perception. This state may be refered to as

"Being."

It can be considered to be beyond even "experience"

when experience is defined as in the waking state as "con
scious •.• (an object).n

That is because it is consciousness,

itself, not any object of experience.
Although consciousness has been the basis of all ex
perience, it has not been known for its own nature.
state,

con8cio~sne3s

of experience.

In waking

has always been involved in the structure

In dreaming, consciousness has also been in

volved in perception,

although in an illusory state .. but

at no time has the mind been alert and conscious without any
object of

perc~ption.

In the fourth state, the state of pure

consciousness. if the mind is alert, lively, conscious.

9.

without being engulfed in the process of experiencing an object,
then for the first time the essential constituent of human ex
perience is directly apprehended.

Having this "experience" of

pure consciousness, one afterwards does remember being aWake

(without an object of perception) 9and can describe pure conscious
ness and the consequences it has in affecting daily life.

Pure

Consciousness is not experienced as a concept, it is directly
apprehended.

It is my contention that the "experience" or

state of pure consciousness is the essential and distinguishing
characteristic of Transcendental Meditation.
How to do it?
Society, refered to as

The Students International Meditation
SIlf~,

and its affiliate organizations

teach a two-year course in TM.

The program is structured as

follows.
1.

First there is nan introductory lecture" in which

pure consciousness and the consequences of realizing pure con
sciousness are postulated in terms of health. social behavior,
world peace and development of mind.

The TM program is deline

aDed and requirements for enrollment set forth.
10
a summary of content of an introductory talk.

Herein follows

It has been shovm by physiologists in the 1950's that
there are certain physiological correlates for waking, dream
ing and sleeping states of consciousness.

Recently physiol

ogists have shown that there are rather different physiologic
correlates associated with the state produced during TM which
11
indicate a fourth major state of consciousness. The meditative

10.

·state is characterized by profound rest coupled with mental aler
tness.

The deep rest derived refreshes body and mind.

suIt one experiences more joy and happiness.

As a re

One becomes more

affectionate and loving, more clearheaded and alert and more
dynamic.

The consequences of being happy, more energetic, and

more clearheaded radiate into all aspects of daily life.

One

. enjoys life more, is more loving, more successful and is ap
preciated more by those one is in contact with.

By one's

activities and thoughts, one contributes to achieving a peace
ful and dynamic society".
2.

A second lecture follows in which the principles

underlying the practice of how TM

wo~k~

are explained.

Foll

owing this., those desiring to start are interviewed by a
teacher.

Then appointments are made fori

J.

Personal instruction in the technique.

Enroll

ment requirements for the two-year course are:
1.

Willingness to attend four meetings
on consecutive days--each about one
and one-half hours long.
.

2.

Abstaining from the use of non-pres
cription drugs for a minimum of fifteen
days prior to personal instruction, and

J.

Paying a course fee of $35. for high
school students. $45. for college or
university students, and $75. for
working adults.

There are
4.

Follow-up sessions.

a month for two years.

Minimum suggested are once

11.

What is it supposed to do?

Practically speaking, TM

gives the body deep rest while allowing the mind to proceed tow
ard pure consciousness.

This deep rest allows for the deeper

stresses of daily living to be rooted out.

Dr. Benson and

. ---

Dr. Wallace of Harvard Medical School assert that TM may be the
countermeasure to -fight or flight,to the. physical response to
a stressful situation in which blood pressure, respiration.· and

12~M

heart rate rise.

has shown remarkable physiological effects

in terms of the degree of restfulness it produces.

. I)

Also the individual becomes more alert. more clearthinking.

In a survey of Maine meditators in the spring of 1972,

I found that one thing almost all meditators agreed on was that

they felt "more clear-headed.

14
I.

Psychological tests seem to

indicate meditators are more stable.,

and score higher on a

~m~low self-actualization scale: 5
There are also indications that TM meditators get along
better with others, have faster reaction times, more relaxed
metabolism, habituate more quickly to stressful situations. show
fewer spontaneous galvanic skin responses. and take less drugs

l6

than their peers.

This last statistic may prove to be extremely

useful in this socie+.y where drug-taking is reaching epidemic
proportions.
A bibliography of TM research is furnished at the end
of this paper.

Please refer to it for further scientific data.

How does it wor]t?

TM is· taught as an effortless and

natural process that works on the basis of the mind's own ten

17

dency to go to fields of greater charm or happiness.

Given

12.

the chance the mind will begin to experience "finer levels"
of thought and eventually transcend the thinking process to
arrive at the "source of thought," pure consciousness.

The

vehicle of experience is a thought or sound with no mean

ing.

The use of the sound is taught in personal instruct

ion with a teacher qualified by

Maharism~~hesh Yogi

to

teach TM.

At Stanford Research Institute, it was shown that
18
proper instruction in the technique is necessary. In a

three-part study, people were given meaningless sounds
without proper instruction, others were instructed by a
teacher of TM, and others were .told only to rest for fif
teen or twenty minutes.
long-rang~

Only the

~M

meditators eXhibited

continuity of positive results.

Proper person

al instruction seems to be absolutely necessary for deriva
tion of any positive results.

What is noteworthy here is

that the sound in having no meaning is already leaving the
bounds of symbolic experience.

And as the mind experiences

the sound in its finer phases, the activity of perception
is transcended and the mind arrives at the source of thought,
pure consciousness.
It is worth noting that by standardizing the teaching,
scientific

re~earch

is facilitated,

practicing the same technique.

TM meditators are all

Wallace and Benson mention

9

this in February, 1972, Scientific American: stating that
TM has allowed science to begin to really apprise Yoga-like
techniques, due to the numbers that begin and the

13.

standardization of teaching.
What programs are offered?

SIMS offers programs of

advanced lectures, about philosophy and physiology of TM
and a checking program to maintain regular and right medi
tation.

Furthermore~week-end programs

of "Residence Courses"

consisting of advanced lectures by teachers, as well as video
tapes of Maharishi Mahesh Yogi. and extra rest and medita
tion are made available regularly at rather low fees.
Usually the cost is $25. to $40. for a week-end.

Medita

tors are encouraged to attend these since they 1.) stabi
lize experience, 2.) provide a clearer understanding of
the mechanics of experience, ).) inspire one to continue
through explanation of future benefits,

They also provide

primary and secondary group support for affirmation of
experience.
This combination of experience, -symbolization, and
primary group support is very powerful.
teresting and characteristic that

SIb~

It is very in
and TM do not try

to exploit TM meditators by trying to control their life
styles or by making demands for sacrifice of money and
freedom.
TM is taught like an educational course, but it is
easy and effortless to practice, anyone can learn it, and
the effects it produces such as more stability, more selfconfidence and competence, more

clear~headedness,

and so on

20

are directly experienced.

It is not the concept of realizing

14.
_~

... _"1

one's fulL, potential that 1s taught but the means through a
teohn1que.
Maharishi has said, -Man is born to live
life, encompassing the values

the

o~

a perfect

t~scendental

Absolute 

unlimited energy, intelligence, power, peace end bliss 
together with the unlimited values of the world of multi
pllcity in relative existence.-

21

This assertion of human

potential is carried into the struoture of the teaching.
How

Doe~

One Learn To Teach It?

In order to teach

TM, one takes a thirty-three lecture course called the
Science of Creative Intelligence.

-22

The oourse 1s usually

taught by a teacher of TM with color. video-taped lectures
of Maharishi and prepared discussion topics.

There is a

fee schedule ranging from $100 to $200 depending on
whether the perttcipsn"; is an adul t, high sohool or college
student, and whether he or she already practises TM.
(Personal instruction is included in the fee for non- medi
tators although the actual instruction is not mandatory.)
In a second course called -Communication Skills" one
learns how to give introductory and advanced lectures and
how to check meditation.
Finally, one may attend a course of ten or more
weeks of extended meditation and advaneed lectures.

This

1s oalled a -Ten-Week CourseD or "Rounding Course- or
-Teacher Training Course.-

At the end of this. if one

qualifies, Maharjshi personally instructs the teachers.

This program involves considerable time as well as

some expense.

(SIMS tries to maintain expenses as minimal,

but ten weeks in residence must amount to at least five or
six hundred dollars.)

The course is ostensibly open "to any

desirous of attending.
teachers of TM to attend

Recommendations are needed from
them~

A scholarship program has not

yet evolved although were there sufficient funds, money
2
Presently MIU- 1s in the pro
would be" made available.
cess of acquiring status such that Federal and State loans
24
will be made available to students.
What are the goals of TM?

Through regular routine

of twice daily meditation and normal activity a person deve
lops into what is considered a "normal" state for a human
being.
A normal human being is defined as one who is fUlly
rested, alert, able to make full use of his body, mind,
and surroundings at all times.

one in whom there is no":

possibility for stress to accumulate, in whom, there is
always great serenity and great energy, who is happy and
who knows who he is and what everything around him is. 25
Subjectively this is defined in terms of pure consciousness
as being fully grounded in mind and senses, and objectively
as a state of perfect and ljarmonious functioning of the
body, characterized by the ability to, in meditation,bring
the body to a state of complete restfulness with no breath
26
activity.
This is brought about by regular practice of TM

and activity in a normal. healthy

ro~tine.

27

Meditators are recommended to become familiar with
descriptions

o~

the development of this state through read

ings in Maharishi's books as well-as by attendance at the
-advance'programs.
No recommendations are made as to life-style, eating
habits. and other personal matters.

It is left to each

meditator to decide for himself since it is assumed as he
is becoming more clear-headed, he will make wiser and wiser
choices based on his own experience.
Is -it possible?

Wallace and Benson's_ report on

28

metabolic changes, Orme-Johnson's report on long-range meta
29
.
_bolic changes, reports on changed social behavior (drugs
and education,) and changes in psychological
a 11

seem t

0

. tl S
.
· d·~ca t' e l
ln

measure~ents

. bl e. 30

poss~

Philosophically, the propositions can logically
delineate the consequences mentioned.

In the past, for ex

ample, in terms of Hindu and mystical and religious philo
sophy. a state of "transcendence" or the "beyond" has often
31

been mentioned.

presently this aspect of human experience

is being understood scientifically,
-)2

to human experience,

It is not peripheral

the development of consciousness is

natural, normal and basic,

The

~ience

of Creative Intelli

gence is a systematic explanation of the processes involved.
Through the standardization of teaching, large numbers of
individuals may practice TM, and science may systematically

17.

3j
study the consequences of TM.
Maharishi explains that often the definttion of
-transcending" normal awareness, that is, arriving at
pure consciousness ha.

been mistaken for the means.

The

description of the meditative state does not provide the
means to attaining it.
Maharishi in teaching TOO has been very creative.
He claims what he teaches has existed as long as man has ex
isted, and that what he teaches comes to us from his teacher,
(Swami

Brat~daSaraswati

) and to him from his teacher,

in a tradition that stretches back to antiquity.

But in

explaining this to the West, Maharishi has had to reformu
late his concepts
minds.

·50

that they will be understood by Western

Furthermore he feels that the true understanding of

how to meditate is- no longer available even in India today,
although there are some in the world
~normalityi

w~o

live a state of

there seem to be none who can teach it to

others.
In order to propagate TM as quickly as possible
to the entire world, Maharishi has formed various organizat
ions, structured his teaching in various formats, set the
Whole program going single-handedly.

He has now amassed a

large and rapidly growing following to teach, learn propa
gate and enjoy TM.
OnceJwhile giving a lecture to a thousand people
learning how to teach TM, Maharishi was asked how many
followers he had.

Maharishi r$plied, "None!

They follow

34

their own experiences.

none follow me."

And when asked

18.

what he wanted to be remembered for, he rep11ed.-Noth1ng.
The key to the whole phenomenon of TM should be
cons1dered to be the practice of TM andlts oonsequences.
But something 1s de:f1nitely happening.

In the

n~xt

chapter. I will describe the growth of TM through portraits
of key figures. in a chronolog1cal context.

CHAPTER III
A HISTORY OF TRANSCENDENTAL MEDITATION

The Students International Meditation Society,or
SIU~.

has been keeping computerized records since 1965.

The

actual names of meditators are considered to be confidential.
however, the numbers of meditators have been released.
1

Flease refer to chart # 1.

The number of meditators has

been growing since 1967 at a rate of increase of one hundred
percent each year.

Fresently, Spring, 1973. over ten thousand
l

people are beginning each month and the rate of increase is
still rising.

SIMS is still in a dynamic growth phase.

The motivation for beginning TM is simply that
people are dissatisfied with life and that TM offers a means
of improvement.

The rise of TM is a grass-roots phenomenon.

SIMS has not yet released background statistics
of meditators although level of education. occupation, age
and addresses of meditators have been computerized. 3

It is

well-known that the majority of meditators are probably white,
4
middle class, college students and graduates.
There is
increasing interest in meditation by military, education,
and business.

Probably

ma~y

housewives have tried TM, yet

TM has yet to achieve widespread acceptance by minorities,
ghetto dwellers, and big business even though TfC 5 and AFSCI 6
have been developed to approach these groups.
'The origin and development of TM will now be
delineated.
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MEDITATORS
From 1959, when Maharishi first came to the United States, to 1965 several thousand
indivi duals bega n Transcendental Medi tation in cou rses given peri odica II y. The gra ph begi ns
from 1965 because computerized records were kept from that year. Therefore, the actual
number of individuals meditating today in the United Sta-tes is several thousand greater
than shown on the graph.
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Guru Dev. 7 A young lad, nin~ years old, living in
a village in India in 1878, decided to leave his home, re
nounce the world and seek God.

And though he was an only

child, greatly loved by his parents, he had considered re
nunciation for a long time and convinced them of its value.
In India. it is the tradition to renounce worldly acti
vities in the search of God and Truth, and it is necessary
to have one's parent·s permission.

No parent will happily

allow his child to leave, but Guru Dev obtained permission
and left.
He wandered for four years seeking ·a suitable
teacher or master.

He wished his teacher to be a man of

learning, well-versed in the scriptures, a man of experi
ence, having attained a high state of enlightenment, fami
liar.with pure consciousness, and also a life-celibate.
At the age of thirteen he met a master, Swami Krishnanda
Saraswati in the Himalayan Village of uttar Kashi who met
his qualifications.

Guru Dev became an outstanding pupil,

advanced in understanding and experience.

Eventually his

master permitted him to enter a cave and meditate.

He was

resolved not to emerge until he arrived at the "Divine
Truth 'I • • • the Ultimate Supreme Reality ••• the Nirvana."

8

At the age of thirty-four, he was initiated into
the order of "Sanyas" as a recluse and spent the next
thirty-eight years mostly in the forests and mountains in
India in solitude.

At the age of seventy-two,

22.

he was installed as Shankaracharya of

~yotir ~~th,

spiritual head of Hinduism in North India.

the

His name,

Swami Brahmananda Saraswati, means the bliss of the Whole
ness of Life in its fullest and mest

~truthful

ex~

pression integrated with wisdom and his title, Jagadguru
Bhayuvan Shankaracharya of Jyotir Math indicates that he
was

~he

precep~or

of the world in the Shankaracharya tradi

tion in North India.
enlightened.

1953.

It was his desire that the world be

He passed on at the age of eighty-fourin

He left

~~harishi

Mahesh Yogi,

.9 In 194 I, a college student
Maharishi Mahesh YOgl,
studying physics at the University of A1lhabad in India
met Guru Dev.

He had been in the habit of visiting saints

ever since early youth.
'10

Guru Dev's darshan
lit by a car
disciple of

IS

But he was so impressed with

or brief audience/on a.dark terrace

passing lights that he desired to be a

Gu~~

Dev.

He surrendered himself to the great

master, who became his "Guru Dev" or divine teacher.

Guru

Dev suggested he return to college and complete his degree.
Two years later, not long after graduating with a B. A. in
physics, the young man went to live near and serve his
teacher.

He was called Bala-Brahmachari Mahesh which

means life-celibate and student Mahesh,
He became a favored disciple, first cleaning house
and then writing letters for Guru Dev,

Eventually he be

came one of his most trusted and competent disciples, organ
izing lecture tours throughout North India.

He was and still

is a tireles; worker, often not eating or sleeping for days.

He states that there were others more intelligent and there
fore more fit to understand the subtlety of intellectual
discourse, but the quality of devotion in him, one-pointed
devotion to the master, was the tradition of the Northern
11
seat of Shankara.
Later Guru Dev bestowed on Bala-Brahmachari Mahesh
the title of Yogi, indicating that he had attained union
with the supreme, pure consciousness.

This corresponds to our

definition of ncrrmality, and in India is called cosmic
consciousness.
In 195J, when Guru Dev passed on, his young disc
iple repaired to a Himalayan cave to live a iife of solitude
and meditation.
Maharishi recalls he was "Like an iron filing,
which magnetized while in the field of a great electro
magnet, was left to the wind after the current shut off." 12
I feel that this means that the state of enlightenment is per
manent, that is, the filing remains magnetized,- but without
the object of devotion, the master, through which
enment was obtained, the

~irection

enli~ht-

of activities was gone.

Mahesh Yogi lived in Uttar Kashi, called the:Valley
of the Saints, a Himalayan valley bordered by the Ganges
River.

Por three and one-half years he remained there.

The

tradition in that valley was of complete renunciation, med
itation and silence.
had little to say.

The inhabitants only rarely talked and
Maharishi recalls that one friend he

had, a saint with six or eight feet of hair, would sit with

24.

him by the river bank and speak maybe only once in a num
ber of hours.
head.

One day he saw the same man with a shaven

He almost did not recognize him.

The man explained

it was just another means of remembering the past.

This

indicates the complete sense of renunciation of the saints
in that area.

Maharishi remembers that at first maybe months

apart, later more often, he got a faint thought to go to
South India to the great temples there.

Sometimes he mention

ed this to his friend, who suggested he do it and be done

with it.
In 1956, he left Uttar Kashi to travel to the tip
of South India, the temple of Kanyakumari, two thousand
miles-away.

He recalls that the saints there felt that he

was probably "a good boy'· but a little crazy.

They knew

"r was a renlfficiate and didn't care for the world and they
probably felt sorry for me, and I sympathize with them:"

13

While in South India, he visited the temples and
had decided to return North when a man approached him and
aSked him to give some lectures before returning.
he would give them blessings from the Himalayas.
lectures

wer~ ar~anged.

A week of

He asked the man to leave him the

topics that he· wished him to speak on.
taught a few people how to meditate.
encouraging.

He thought

He spoke simply and
The results were very

People started TM and in their enthusiasm,

booked lectures and meetings well into the future.

He kept

enjoying and teaching but waiting to return home to Uttar
Kashi and his beloved life of solitude.

Time went on.

25.

In 1957, in Madras. while celebrating the final
day of a ten-day conference of Spiritual Luminaries which
coincided with the final day of his Curu's 89th birthday
celebration. he announced that through this simple technique
of deep meditation the entire world would be spiritually
regenerated.

There were five full minutes of applause.

Later he claimed that he had not planned or even thought of
saying that the world would be spiritually regenerated.
had just happened I

It

it was the desire of Nature.

His organizers asked why he had not told them so
that they could arrange facilities and
next day.

p~blicity

for the

They did anyway and Maharishi on the next even

ing inaugurated The Spiritual Regeneration Movement.

Inci

dentally the title MahariShi,_,; which means "great holy sage or,
was given to him during his stay in South India.
Soon thereafter he consented to travel outside
of India. and began to make his way slowly East, giving
lectures, setting up meditation centers with reputable
citizens as local presidents, and then traveling on.
1959. he reached Hawaii.

In

There,while waiting to change

planes. a man accosted him and asked if he gave lectures.
Maharishi stated he was going on to San Francisco.
asked if he knew anyone there or had any money.
"No."

He was

He said.

He stayed in Hawaii for three months lecturing and

teaching.

To me it seems amazing that this simple monk was

able to travel without any means of support but his wisdom

26,

-

to offer for his safekeeping.
14
Charlie Lutes. Maharishi Bala-Brahmachari Mahesh
Yogi of uttar Kashi, Himalayas, as he was then called, spoke
to small interested groups of people. when and wherever he
was invited.

After a brief stay in San Francisco where he

spoke to some rather hostile psychiatrists whp may have
seen their profession endangered, he went on to Los Angeles,
There he 'met with interested businessmen and edu
cators who helped him to organize and charter the Spiritual
Regeneration Movement Foundation as a non-profit, education
al organization licensed in the state of California.

Of

those that are still active in teaching TM, the names that
are most well-known are Charlie Lutes and Beulah Smith.
Charlie Lutes, a strong-willed and clear-thinking
man with a very matter-oi-fact personality,was and is in
volved in the steel business and in construction.

He and

his wife became interested in Maharishi and his technique.
They became devoted workers for him and over the following
years.Maharishi entrusted
difficult errands.
and America.

~tr.

Lutes with many important and

Maharishi continued to travel in Europe

At that time, Maharishi alone taught the

technique, but those close to him helped him organize the
details of lecturing. publicity and instruction.
About that time the first week-end conference
and a two-week long course were held on

Ca~alina

Island

which is off the coast of California near Los Angeles.

Please

refer to Chart #2 15 and #3 16.

The number of residence

course participants and participant days have been In
creasing.

These "courses" have continued in.the United

States. Canada, and Europe and are known in the United
States as Residence Courses.

They have always featured

discussion, advanced lectures and more time for meditating
than the

regu~ar

twice daily routine.

In 1961,

lf~.

Lutes helped organize the first

teacher-training course which was held near Rishikesh in the
Himalayas in India.

Please refer to Chalt 4 and Chart #5

The number of teacher-training course participants
and participant days have also been increasing.
of these have been kept only since 1965.

Records

In 1961, the

living conditions were rudimentary, the weather, the notori
ous Indian

s~mmer,

and the attendance about thirty or forty

determined but happy people from many different countries
including Japan, India, Canada, England. Germany, and the
United States.
Mr. Lutes had been sent to India to look for
academy sites,but had met with difficult traveling as well
as resistance from the Indian Government.
The course was considered to be a success, but
only ore person qualified to become a teacher,
Smith of San Diego, California.
fied,

brigh~-eyed

teach

Too.

She

~iss

Beulah

-

is a gentle, digni

and mature lady who even now continues to
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SHORT RESIDENCE COURSES
Short Residence Courses offer meditators the opportunity' to gain a greater'
intellectual understanding of the principles and practice of Transcendental
Meditation as well as an opportunity for .advanced leadership training. These
courses, usually of b~o to five days duration, build a strong foundation for
medi.tators desiring to become teachers. Maharishi recommends attendance at
one of these courses for every three months of practice of Transcendental
Meditation.
PARTICIP~~T

- DAYS

Participant - days are the nurrOer of meditators attending a course, multiplied
The use of such a statistic incor
porates proper weight for courses of longer duration.

by. the number of days of course duration.
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provide the opportunity tC' qualify as teachers of TM and the Science of Creative Inte:1 igence.
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TEACHERS
In 1961 the first Teacher Training Course was held by Maharishi in India. Approximately 16
were made initiators on that course with 1 from the United States. The next Teacher Train
ing Course was held in 1966 at the Academy of Meditati on, Shankaracharya Nagar. Rishikesh,
(U.P.) India. Subsequently, Maharishi held addition81 courses at the Academy from 1967
through the Spri ng of 1970 unti I the nu mbers attend i ng exceeded ava ilab Ie accom modati on
space. In the Autumn of 1970 the Teacher Training Course was held in the United States; in
1971 and 1972 the courses were held in Europe.
10/72 .

Jerry Jarvis~9Jerome W. Jarvis graduated from
Sliimer College in the 50's in Philosophy.

He earned a

master's degree from George Washington University, spent
time in the. Army and worked as a
Washington.

~ongressional

reporter in

He returned to his home in Los Angeles, married

Deborah King and worked as an independent landscaper.
When he first heard of Maharishi Mahesh Yogi, he
was working in Los Angeles and living in Malibu.

He had

heam1the term rishi meaning seer or holy sage from his
college reading and when he learned the Maha meant 'great',
he wanted to see what a Maharishi looked like, how he talked,
what he said and So on,

He and his wife Debbie drove to the

lecture one.evening', somewhat rushed from work, to find that
a one dollar admission was required.

That seemed unreasonable

since the man was supposed to be a holy man, but they had
driven so far and so they paid and went in.
They must have been surprised to see a short Indian
in white robes with long dark hair and beard and very bright
eyes scanning the room a long time before speaking.

The

lecture he gave must have"been similar to the one published
in a pamphlet "The Treasury and the j\:iarket"

20

and the one

. recorded and released as a long-playing record entitled
"Maharishi Mahesh Yogi 1

Deep Meditation."

21

In these lectures Maharishi explained that there
is a great inner reservoir of creative intelligence

J

energy,

peace and happiness within every man and all he has to do

is contact it and his life will be enriched.

It is like

a vast treasury within each man that will enrich his day
in the market.

Only by contacting it will he be able. to

fully enjoy and use the market.
ury and a day in the market.
and a full day's activity.

Five minutes in the treas

A few minutes in meditation
And furthermore, the inner

phase of life complements the outer.
The skin of the
eaten.

'orange~while

The inner

j~ice

It is like an orange.

nice to look

is sweet.

a~

is bitter if

If someone says that

life is bliss, he does not mean the outer phase of life.
Life is bliss in its innermost content,

bliss~consciousness.

And the inner supports and enriches the outer.

II

Transcen

dental Deep. Meditation," as it was then called,was like
pricking a pin through the outer skin of the orange to
draw out the inner juice.

The outer would not be destroyed,

but the inner sweetness would be found on the surface.
Maharishi emphasized that it was an experience.
belief in it was not required to begin and would follow
from satisfactory experience.
To

explain how easy it is, Maharishi would say

that if a fish were thirsty, it must be his own choice;

all

he has to do is open his mouth and drink.
In the earlY sixties )Jlaharishi gave seven lectures
before offering the technique, and seven following.
cost was a week's net income.

The

This fee schedule was main

tained until the summer of 1969.

Then it was revised to

thirty-five dollars for students, seventy-five dollars
for adults, one hundred and twenty-five dollar for married
couples, which endured until June, 1972 when the fee jor
college students was raised to forty-five dollars.
The fee has always served a dual role.

On the

one hand, it demands a practical commitment on the part of
the meditator---an opportunity for him to decide whether
he really wishes to begin TM and will give it a chance
to work by meditating regularly.

On the other hand, the

money is used to pay for incidentals of teaching.

Renting

lecture halls, publicity, telephone and transportation
costs are just a part of the expenses that must be defrayed.
Money is a sine-qua-non in the present day United States
society, and though the meditation could be considered
"free" the expenses of teaching must be met.
Jerry and Debbie Jarvis began TM and were amazed
at its efficacy and the wisdom of their teacher.
They practiced TM and tried to give as much time
as they could to helping Maharishi spread

TM.

In 1962, Jerry and Debbie Jarvis,along with Charlie
Lutes and others 22 made arrangements for Maharishi to take
,"
three weeks out of his busy schedule to stay in a cabin
in the mountains overlooking Lake Arrowhead, California.
There he dictated a series of lectures into a tape recorder.
Jerry and Debbie Jarvis helped transcribe the Spoken
lectures, and with Maharishi, organized Maharishi's book.,

The entire writing and editing took about a month, and
the finished work was published shortlY,thereafter.

fhe

Science of Being and The Art of Living2rs a clear exp~sition
of what pure consciousness (here called Bliss-Consciousness

or Being) is, where it is located, how it is contacted, and
what the consequences are in every field of human perception,
activity, and behavior.

It also, therefore deals with the

meaning of life " and how fulfillment in Life can be achieved.
It is a remarkable book and is suggested reading for all who
are curious about TM or who are practicing it.
Meditators often feel there is more in this book
than do non-meditators.
The concept of subjectivity holds that a person
relates to things from his own levels of understanding and
experience and will see things in that light.

For example,

if you are sad and sleepy, nothing lookS clear.

If you are

happy and stror.g-minded. you see a silver lining in every
cloud.

I do not believe meditators become more gullible,

rather, psychological tests show the contrary.
relate not on.ly to

I~aharishi's

Yet they do

vocabulary' and descriptions,

but also to their own experience and understanding.
During the
in speaking.

earlysix~,Maharish used

many analogies

There is always a problem in describing some

thing to a person who does not know through experience (i.e.,
direct

appreh~nsion)

or understanding (symbolic familiarity

derived from' culture) what you are talking about.

For this.

)

;6.

analogies are very useful.

For example--say I was talking

about an avocado and you had never heard of nor tasted one.
It is like this and not like that and so on.

Maybe it is

like a banana in some ways and in_others not at all.

It is

soft enough to be mashed, but firm enough to be sliced.

The

taste is very difficult to describe,yet very easy to recog
nize.

So analogies are useful, if not completely effective.

Complete knowledge, or real knowledge as Maharishi defines
it, is dependent .on both- experience and understandings. on
eating the avocado, tasting it and feeling its effects
and relating these to a body of symbolic knowledge.
If the speaker has more knowledge of the subject
than the hearer, then something will be lost in the hearing.
The speaker speaks from his level of knowledge. the hearer
hears from-his and the
IITragedy of Knowledge."

10SB

that ensues. Maharishi calls the

24

A good teacher is one who can raise

the student to the level of the teacher.

Jerry

Jarvi~

became

an outstanding student •.
Mr. Jarvis attended Maharishi's teacher-training
courses in India four consecutive years in a row. 1965, 1966,

1967 and 1968.
-While

~~.

Lutes was teaching TM as a spiritual revival.

Jarvis began
essential.

He began to teach TM in Los Angeles in 1965.

-~o

~tr

teach TM to students as something pragmatic,

:oth were teaching as Maharishi had taught theml

both were using lectures developed under Maharishi's guid
ance at teacher-training courses, but the times demanded that

the essence of life, pure consciousness, be called some
thing other than "divine."

In India the word divine does

not have the same religious connotation as it recurringly
has here in the West.

The basis -of life is considered to

be pure, transcendental, beyond time, space and causation,
yet underlying- all of creation.

T he Upanishads say, "That

thou art,,25and that phrase could be considered to be the
quintessence of- Indian philosophy.

The consequence of

contacting "that" is that one becomes. dynamic , discrimin
ating, clear-headed, energetic and self-sufficient.
Maharish~

in expressing what he felt was the truth

of Indian wisdom in traditional Western pragmatic terms,
came up with something quite different than either.

The

Indian concept that life is an illusion, and that one
should only seek real inner values,and the Western concept
that life is only what you make it and to make it worth
while requires great energy and sweat seem to be mutually
contradictory.

The East denies the value of achievement in

the world condemning it as "Mayall, the West denies the value
of self-knowledge, through meditation, condemning it as
i~leness.

in

Maharishi claims that both traditions are based

misinterpretati~of

the past thousand or so years, both

are based in the ignorance of the Self and therefore
understanding of the real nature of life. 26

~he

The Self is that which is pure and It is "Sat
Chit Ananda"-- pure bliss-consciousness, unchanging,

lack of

38.

U1t~tely

stable' and satisfying, and the basis of all

creation.

Creation is the Manifest Phase of pure conscious

ness.

Pure consoiousness underlies all creation and sup

ports its ohanging quality.

Achievement is valid, valuable,

and easy if one 1s in contact with pure consciousness.

Contacting pure consciousness (practicing TM) 1s like wat
ering the root of the tree of life.
Evidently, there was something to this philosophy
since TM began to spread very rapidly.

Jerry Jarvis began

to travel around the United States giVing lectures to large
crowds, mostly of college stUdents.

SUbstantial numbers of

meditators began to appear in Los Angeles, Berkeley, and
Cambridge, Massaohusetts.
began to appear.

Also, more and more teachers

(Please refer

of teachers - Chart

t~

graph of growth of number

5.)

In February of 1968, Maharishi addressed the Harvard
Law School Forum, and in the summer of 1968, Maharishi held
his first one-month

Leade~8hip

Training Course in Squaw

Valley, California, near Lake Tahoe.

About seven hundred

and fifty people attended that course, inclUding the author
of this paper.

The course was structured in question and

1en~

thy answer sessions with Maharishi, three times a day, seven
days a week.

Much of the material covered in the last few

pages has also been derived from notes taken at that course.
TM was growing rapidly, mostly by word of mouth in student
oommunities.

But something else was needed to put Maharishi

39.

and

~ranscendental

Meditation in the minds and the thoughts

of Mr. Average America.
The Celebrities. In 1967, the Beatles met Maharishi 27
in a hotel in ERgland and decided .that TOO was just what they
had been looking for.

The week-end they began TOO, their man

ager and close friend, Brian Epstein, committed suicide and
died.
it.

They began TM, practiced it, and decided to popularize
They told the press they would sell TM to the world with

the same ingenuity that they had used to become the greatest
popular success of the decade.
Meanwhile Mia Farrow,

~he

Rolling Stones,

~he

Beach Boys, The Jefferson Airplane. The Grateful Dead and
numerous musicians; actors, actresses and show people gave
TOO a little chance in their lives.
practice it.

Some may continue to

Beyond the personal benefit, the consequences

are at least dual.

First of all, Maharishi gained alot of

press and public exposure.

But secondly,

th~s

public expos

ure was in terms of pop idols, those unstable. mythical
heroes of American and Western culture who corne and go with
the days,and.who are taken only as seriously as hairstyles
and fashions.

We

Americans

love our pop idols

bU~

. becoming infatuated with them, do not respect them.

in
The

pop culture is associated with money, and in America we seem
to have a love-hate relationship with money.

It is good for

down payments, for amassing wealth, and for buying things
that won't last, but we prefer not to use it for stabilizing

~o.

our society with well-paid, highly professional police and
well-paid teachers.

Maharishi was attributed pop status,

and there was much talk that he was only in it for the money.
Maharishi continually replied J

"I deal-with wisdO:lIll r not

money," and "I am a monk, I have no pockets and therefore
28
no place for money, "
At one' point, he was accused of buying a yellow
Rolls-Royce.
making it

The reporter who wrote this later admitted to

up~9

Somehow this admission did not receive the same

front page coverage.

The popular press continued and certainly

some good came of it.

Many" heard of TM and became teachers

of TM because of it, but many who now teach
episode was a great set-back.

1~

T~

feel that the

they feel would be better

off if it had never been associated with the pop culture. 3D
~~xsiologists.

The

In 1969, Robert Keith Wallace,

a meditator of dome five years, and a graduate student in
physiology at University of California at Los Angeles"publish
ed his doctoral dissertation.
Transcendental Meditation."
needed.

The

d~matic

to indicate to

~ven

must be going un.

"The Fhysiological Effects of

31

This proved to be just what TM

physiologic changes brought by TM seemed

hard-nosed scientists that something

Wallace's conclusion was that the physi

ology indicated a fourth major state of consciousness, other
than waking. dreaming, or sleeping, was being produced by

TM.
It had only been

in the 1950's that sleeping was

found to be physiologically quite distinct from waking.

41.

Such parameters as heart rate and brain wave activity had
been monitored by electro-encephalography, electro-cardio
graphy in waking and sleeping subjects.

Late in the 1950's,

dreaming was found to be distinct from sleeping conscious
ness by the presence of rapid-eye-movements CREME), beta wave
activity in the brain, and yet distinct from waking by lower
respirations, cardiac output and other measurements indica
tive of sleep.

For that reason, dreaming was called "para

doxical sleep" since it had characteristics of waking and
sleeping and was considered to be a distinct major state

32

of consciousness. 

States of consciousness derived from hypnosis and
the ingestion of drugs were considered to be altered forms
of the waking state.

Physiologically they are. different

from the waking state in brain wave activity (certain
chemicals produce random and chaotic. firing of neurons) res
piration and heart rate (slightly higher or lower depending
on the particulars.

0 but

not so different as to be consider

ed a major state of consciousness.

In terms of

structure of experience is the same as wakingl
object, and means of perception.
the- means of experience.

T~i?Jthe
sUbject,

The drugs merely alter

Sensory functioning is altered,

therefore presenting distorted objects of perception to
the subject.

Wallace's thesis was published by SIWlS and

immediately added to their presentation.
Meanwhile Dr. Herbert Benson of Thorndike Labora
tories, Harvard Medical School, became interested in TM.

42.

He had heard that monkeys could be trained to lower their
blood pressure,and he wondered if TM could bring this about
for humans.

He invited TM meditators to his laboratory and

had them meditate while he continued to pump up and release
his sphignomanometer and take their pulse manually every
three minutes.

Despite his crude approach. he still found

physiologic changes.

But more interestingly, in inter

viewing his twenty-one subjects, he found that twenty had
taken drugs
~f

illegally,an~ after

their own volition.

beginning TM. all had stopped

This was really news, since there were

and are almost no effective programs for rehabilitating
young experimental drug-users.

He wrote a letter to the

prestigious New England Journal of Medicine, entitled "Yoga
for Drug Abuse

I"

published November 13, 1969. 34

In the fall of 1969. Keith

Wallac~

went to India

to study TM with Maharishi. and he returned to Los Angeles in
December of 1969 as a teacher. or initiator.
of 1970. Maharishi held two

o~e-month

In the Summer

courses, the one on

the East coast at Foland Springl', i',Iaine

I

the other on the

West coast at Humboldt State College in Northern California
TM was growing rapidly at this timej and the
teacher-training programs were really about to build up
steam.

Please refer to Chart # 5

of increase in TM teachers since 1965.

This shows the rate
Chart #6
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partially

reflects the increase of numbers of participants in the
.

surruner program.

Chart- # 4

shows the increase in number of
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teacher-training course participant days.

Twelve hundred

people attended the Poland Spring course in July. fifteen
hundred the Humboldt course in August of 1970"
numbers necessitated the

discontmuing~

These

of teacher-training

courses in India, and plans for finding facilities able' to
hold more than one hundred and eighty people at a time.
These one-month, courses were to serve as the first part of
the teacher-training program.

The second part would follow

during the 'coming fall and winter.

The first part of the

program would supply the prerequisite understanding for
becoming a teacher, the second,would concentrate on medi
tation experience and how to teach, it.

Maharishi would

personally supervise these programs.
It was at Poland Spring', that Wallace and Benson
met in a sitting-room with Maharishi and about twenty others.
Later they decided to

collaborat~with

Wallace getting a

post-doctoral research fellowship at Harvard Medical School.
Through grants from The National Institute of Mental Health;
they researched both physiological and behavioral changes
brough~ abou~

by the practice of TM.

Their findings have

been published in Scientific American, (February,

36

1972)~

American Jourr.al of Physiology, (September, 1971) J7 and
Science Magazine,

~arch, 1970)J8 and quoted in almost every

article written about TM.

Furthermore in a study of medi

tators attending the 1971, summer course at Amherst, Massa
chusetts, and HumbOldt, California, they found dramatic

reduction in drug use and abuse.

This was

pr~sented

to the

House Select Committee on Crime and Drug Abuse in 197r. 39
Keith Wallace remained president of SIMS through
1971.

Jerry Jarvis remained director.

In 1972, changes

occurred in the organizational structure which we will
deal with later.
other scientists worth mentioning include Demetri
Kanellakos, Stanford Research Institute, (SRI), who carried
out a series of physiological, behavioral, and psychological
testa and continues to put out scientific writing on the
applied value of TM.
log~cal

In one ,interesting experiment, physio

and psychological changes of TM meditators were

compared to controls of (1) people who

jus~

sa~

qUietly,

(2) people who repeated some phrase to themselves, and (3)
a group of

alpha-f~edback

TM was the

~nly

practioners.

Of the three groups,

one that showed continuous benefit and

improvement over time.

Some of the groups showed init

40

ial improveilient.

But this is not sociologically validated.
41
George C. Homans mentioned
that often behavioral changes

take place due to. an experimental situation.

Feonle mereJy

respond to the excitement of being in a study.

A derivative

of our present culture and any school of thought that wishes
to be taken seriously must bow to its scrutiny.
We predict that as the uses of TM as well as
its direct physiological correlates are brought to light
with more sophisticated research techniques that I

46.

1.

The changes will be found to be more dramatic
than so far discovered

2.

The state of cosmic-consciousness defined
".in the first chapter as "normality" will

have its own physiological correlates
separate from those found in waking, dreaming,
: sleeping, or TM ( the "T" state as referred
to by Kanellakos). and

J.

Will be hailed as a fifth major state of
consciousness.

Maharishi has already been proclaiming this since
the mid-sixties, and recent research by Orme-Johnson

42

and

others seem to be proving this true.
But the consequences of the physiologic investi
gation are already with us.

TM has begun to be integrated

with the normative structure of the culture of our present
society through its link with physiology.
The Organization.
S~~

The SRM charter covered all

activity, even though SIMS growth began to accelerate

from its start in 1965 and SRM did not grow very quickly.
In 1969, SIMS was chartered in California as a non-profit,
educational organization and received tax-exempt status
from the Internal Revenue Service of the United States
Government.
Also in 1969, Joseph Clarke, a meditator living in
the .Cambridge, Massachusetts, area, went to India to become
a teacher of

T~.

He returned to. Cambridge in April of 1969

and began to

~ravel"all

over New England teaching TM.

The first" course he taught was at Colby College.

He

was a big,handsome man and he pushed himself about as hard
I

as. anyone could.

At that time, there were about seventy

five teachers of TM in the United States, but from January,

1969, until the summer of 1970, Maharishi in. India would
be teaching about two hundred and twenty-five Americans,
including this author, to be teachers of TN.

Maharishi

held three three-month Teacher-Training Courses during
this time.

These were the people inspired by the Squaw

Valley course of August, 1968.

About half the trainees

were American, and others mostly from European countries.
The Squaw Valley course proved to be a turning point in the
growth of TM.

It was the first large course,

its purpose

was to further solidify and inspire the many young medi
tators, most of whom began TM after 1965.

It is interesting

to note that also many adults attended the Squaw Valley
course.
In the summer of 1970, with about two hundred
and twenty-five teachers in the United States and prospects
for over one thousand more within a year, SIMS began to re
organize.

Each major center was given a president, vice-

president

and secretary as before.

al co-ordinators began to develop.

But now area and region
Area co-ordinators would

look after large local areas, such as New England, New York
State, Southern Central States, and So on ..

~our

regional

48.

co-ordinators would divide the country into quarters:

East,

West, Midwest and the South.

Joe Clarke was appointed East-

Coast Regional Co-Ordinator.

He began to cultivate contacts

in the Pentagon in Washington.

At the fall Teacher-Training

Course. held for the first and last time in Estes Park,
Colorado, the largest class of teachers was graduated in
1970--- three hundred, more than doubling the then present
number of united States Initiators.

Meanwhile General

Franklin Davis, Commandant of the Army War College began TM.
"So quietly I began seriously exploring
Transcendental Meditation in terms of the
needs of the Military ... The more I checked,
the more interested I got ... I was initiated
in the SIMS center in Nashington ... I began
meditating ..• My blood pressure went down ten
pointsl my wife said my disposition improved
a great dealJ and I found that the minor
stresses and strains of life around Washington
didn' t bother me any more. -4)
It

The old system of organizing the teachers which
was that each teacher made some sort of arrangement with
Jerry Jarvis

concernip~

his needs

ive with six hundred teachers.

rno~th

was found to be ineffect

Joe Clarke began working on

a plan based more on performance.
existed on a

l

Financially the movement

to month basis with little or no money

carried over.-

In the spring of 1971, Joe had helped formu

late a program

~n

which all the money that came in firzt

paid teaching and organizational expenses and then a portion
was set aside to pay for advanced training for the teachers,
and if any was left over it was- divided between the teachers

and the organization for use for further expansion.

TM

teachers evidently find enough satisfaction and personal
development in teaching to make do with poverty-level pay.44
In Summer of 1971, five hundred more teachers of
TM emerged from the teacher-training courses held in
Mallorca, Spain.

With the

forced to again reorganize.

a~vent

of such numbers, SIMS was

Sixteen centers of TM were

organized throughout the United States, each with perman
ent lecture facilities, rooms for instructior.s, secretaries,
and teachers giving introductory and advanced programs.

vmat

_ used to fall to volunteer workers now fell to TM teachers,
seeking a means to make a living and still remain as involv
ed in

Tivj

as possible.

Each "Co-ordinating Center,

It

as they

were called, acted as a switch-board and organizing facility
for all the teaching activity in outlying areas.

For example,

the Cambridge, Massachusetts Center co-ordinated all the
teaching activities for Maine,· New Hampshire,
chusetts, and Rhode Island.

Verrrart~

Massa

Bills were Sent to Cambridge

to be paid, neWS-letters and supplies were sent-out from
Cambridge, and any help and assistance was available from
that center.

still, Maharishi had designed each teacher to

be self-sufficient, fully trained in all the aspects of teach
ing courses in

T~i,

and teachers went out and made schedules

for themselves.

The activity of co-ordinating was a rather
45
passive and supportive one. Please refer to Chart 7.
Those who were successful in teaching. that is,
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whose presentations were most effective derived the most
pleasure from teaching and maintained themselves,
who were less effective usually lost

Those

interest~

In the Summer of 1971, something new was added to
the program.

Along with the two one-month summer courses

a Symposium on the Science of Creative Intelligence was
held for first two weeks following the East-Coast course,
held in Amherst. Massachusetts, and then another for one
week of the West-Coast course, again held at Humboldt State
- College in Northern California,

The Science of Creative

Intelligence is the systematic study of the basis of life
and its manifestation in Creation.

It is a holistic approach

to learning,
"The Science of Creative Intelligence
describes the Nature of creative intelligence
as being unmanifest and manifest, The manifest
p.at~~e of creative intelligence. advances
into all the different fields of creation and
inc~rporates the whole range of creation within
its fold,
The nature of creative intelligence in
cludes not only the manifest creation. but
the infinite unbounded value of life as well.
This entire' nature of creative intelligence,
46
we have seen can be brought to our awareness,"
~minent

speakcr3 were rounded up by initiators to attend

and make presentations.

Among those arriving were Buck-

minster Fuller, General Franklin Davis, Francis Driscoll
(Superintendent of Schools,
as an

impressiv~

Eastcoo~,

New York) as well

array of college presidents, eminent

scientists, artists, musicians, creativity ex~erts. doctors,
47 
and educators. - Joe Clarke probably arranged to bring

more than most.

The symposium more than little benefited

from the successful parents of many teachers-to-be including
Dr. Harvey Brooks, dean of engineering at Harvard.

48

Many felt

that the publicity was poorly handled and that Maharishi and
Buckminster Fuller's historic meeting should have had nation
al coverage.

There was the criticism that newspapers rarely

report uplifting news.
But uplifting news is the pervasive feeling of any
TM course or occasion.

Enthusiastically two thousand and

five hundred participants of the 1971 summer course went on
to become teachers of TM during the following Winter.
Sims had been seeking land for a permanent teachertraining facility.

Joe Clarke died in a plane crash while

looking at a propective site over North Carolina.
great loss.

It was a

Joe, not only beloved of Maharishi and Jerry

Jarvis, was also one of the great. mainstays.

Jerry Jarvis

began to spend almost all of his time with Maharishi since
the fall of 1970. and Joe Clarke. being one of the strongest
willed and clearest-headed teachers had been looking after
many aspects of the organization.

Furthermore his aggress

ive, noble •. thoughtful. and good-natured approach.to life
and his life-work had been a great inspiration.
The World Plan.

With the advent of two thousand

and five hundred more teachers of TM, Maharishi began to think
ahead and talk in terms of the whole world.

Please refer to Chart #.8
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.'

The distribution of

meditation centers indicates a correspondance with population
distributionr

however SIMS has geographically diffused itself

so that most most areas have TM available.

Chart #;Oindicates

a predominance of meditators found in the-Northeast, the West
Coast, Denver, Chicago and Detroit.

Since then, due largely

to Mr. Charles Donahue and a number of dynamic and dedicated
teachers such as' Bill Witherspoon, Donna Seibert, and others,
the Midwest area 'has shown a great increase in numbers of
meditators.
and and

As of June 30, 1972, there were forty-one thous

tw~nty-eight

nine thousand and two

meditators on the East Coast, twenty
hu~~ed

and eighty-four in

~he

Midwest,

twenty thousand and three hundred and seventy-three in the
South/Southwest region , and

forty-tw~

hundred and twenty-nine in the West.

thousand and five
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In January of 1972, after a week of silence, Maha
rishi inaugurated his World Plan.

The three and six tenths

billion people of the world were to be divided into:sets of
a million people.

There were to be three thousand six hun

dred teachers of TM;

therefore each was to be responsible

for a million people in.the world.

Within each population

ofa.million, ten teacher-training centers were to be develop
ed and one thousand teachers of TM produced-- one teacher for
each one thousand population.

In this way, the peace, sec

urity and creativity of the world would be safeguarded.
In the objectives of the Science of Creative Intelligence,
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Maharishi specified the goals of the World Plan. 52
1)

To develop the full potential of the individual.

2)

To improve the government achievement.

3)

To realize the highest ideal of education.

4)

To solve the problems of crime, drug-abuse,
and all behavior that brings unhappiness to
the family of man.

5)

To maximize the intelligent use of the
environment.

6)

To bring fulfillment to the economic
aspirations of individuals and society.
To achieve the spiritual goals of mankind
in this generation.

In a brochure entitled WORLD·- PLAN
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put out by an

affiliate of SIMS, these goals are spoken of as"admittedly
ambi tious" but none-the-less realizable.

\'ihether they are

probable one cannot see in the near future, but they serve
as a working inspiration and tangible goal for those teach
ing TM.

Furthermore Maharishi has stated that he likes to

set a high goal and try to attain it, and that he feels more
is accomplished when one sets even impossible goals.
Also at this time mIU or Maharishi International
University came into being.

Many students had been taking

Maharishi's courses and felt that the material presented was
useful, intelligent, logical, and related to their academic
subjects.

Maharishi, in line with ancient Indian philosophy,

felt that Self-knoWledge was the basis of all external
knowledge, and that if the Self were known and the mind and
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senses developed then all relative knowledge-- knowledge
about things and concepts would become more valid and useful.
The Self, Maharishi considers to be the "home of all
knowledge."
Students had been trying to receive credit for tak
ing_courses under Maharishi.
Goldhaber~

In the Summer of 1971, Nat

son of a nuclear physicist, and a meditator and

teacher of TM for many years proposed that Iiiaharishi's courses
be structured and taught as units in a university.
course content already existed;
university setting.

The

all that was needed was a

Maharishi liked-the idea.

A name was

settled on-- M.I.ll., partly for its pun value (Am I You?),
partly to distinguish it from other universities, and partly
due to the accurate description of its goal-- to graduate
maharishis, great sages.
Since 197-0, the'S' had been dropped off o'f SIMS
to become IMS, The International Meditation Society-during
non-student (adult) functions.

In the Summer of 1972, SIMS

was officially delineated into five separate organizations
with five separate accounts, although maintained under the
same charter.

They were to be The Students International

Meditation Society (SIMS), the International Meditation
Society (IMS), The American Foundation for the Science of
Creative Intelligence (AFSeI), The Spiritual Regeneration
Movement (SRM), and Maharishi International University (MIU).
SIMS would continue to teach TNi in high schools, colleges,
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and universities.

IMS would continue to give public lectures

for adults, communities, and in living-rooms of interested
sponsors.

AFseI would approach business and government.

SRM

would speak to older people, more concerned with the Whole

..

'ness of life.

MIU would sponsor courses in SCI and teacher-

training courses.
Also, during the Summer of i972, two hundred and
five World Flan Centers were designated in the United
States, and teachers were asked to fill in where they were
needed.

In New England, for example, Maine, New Hampshire,

and Vermont each became autonomous World Plan Centers
since each had a population of about a million.
setts was assigned six World- Plan Centers.

Massachu

Each World Plan

Center was to have five presidents, one to look after
organizational details of each of the five arms of the
movement, and each World Flan Center was to have one chair
man accountable for all organizational publicity, teaching
and other affairs within that locality.
A teacher of TM could teach for any organization
anywhere, at any time.

And a meditator-to-be could start

under the auspices of -anT-of the organizations.

The struct

ure served a purpose in defining how TM was to be taught,
where and when, and also served as an inspiration and dir
ection for teachers and leaders in the movement.

Maharishi's

structures inevitably anticipate, if not instigate future
development, and the structures always are flexible enough
to allow a newcomer to rise to the top.

It becomes evident
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that Maharishi's influence works in-almost every decision
and any attempted innovation must pass before him.

He

seems to be very flexible and open, but he knows what he
wishes to accomplish and is firm in his will.
It is interesting to note that when these new plans
were announced in July of 1972, many of the leaders were
surprised and initially voiced opposition,

They had just.

become used to the structure devised one and one-half years
earlier, and lines of communication. control and authority
Please re fer to Chart #?

had been set up.

I

'SIfilS-III1S Organ-

ization ... 54 New Maharishi seemed to be decentralizing the or
ganization.

Later it appeared that this was the best thing

for expansion.

However, during the few days just following

the announcement, while many leaders and successful and wellmeaning teachers were voicing loud opposition, one young

man stood up and. said, "Maharishi. I agree with you."
l\'1aharishi replied, "Good, you are in the rna jor i ty. "
The Specialists. Since 1972, MIU has been trying to
be granted accreditation from state and national accrediting
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boards.

They

~ave

amassed thousands of hours of color, 'video

taped material, hGve structured courses, put together a faculty
from

T~

teachers who are qualified or who have had actual

appointments in established colleges.

MIU faculty includes

former teachers from Harvard, Yale, Universityof california
at Los Angeles, All Saints College (London), and other known
schools.
Presently the teacher-training courses are conducted
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by people trained by Maharishi.

At this time, 1973. Max

Fleischer. former Lecturer in Philosophy in All Saints College.
London. is directing the course in Spain.
Charlie Donahue, a former Fhilosophy graduate stu
dent will be giving the East-Coast Summer Course for July
August. 1973, to be held in Orono. Maine.

He plans to offer an

optional course in logic and a symposium on Western philosophy.
Summer courses will also be held in the Midwest and the
West Coast.
A volunteer council called the "World Plan Exec
utive Council" or "The 108" have been tying the organization
toget~er,

by running MIU press (Te~ Weissman, Colby graduate

is in charge of this,) World PILl News Service, Veda Vision (an
independent iiiIU research staff tryin-g to develop a better video
recording system)

an~

by approaching government, industry,

and education in looking for support of TM oriented projects.
In

~~y

of 1972. a resolution endorsing the entire

TN program was nassed by the Illinois House of Representatives.
I present this ( page 61

-56:

) not only as an excellent summary

of the _entire 1:)rogram but also as an indication of the new
directions SU1S and i ts affiliates are taking.
MIU is presently attempting to gain government and
financial support to establish a national ETV network.

The

programs will consist of a "college-of-the-air" format of
Courses from the M.IU curricula and will also offer publicoriented shows.

The proposai was well drafted and is being

received well by varicus state

and local officials who are
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STATE OF ILll:'iOIS
SE\'E~TY·SEVE:"TH Gr\'ERAL

,.\SSOIBL Y

HOliSE OF REPRESE"....ATIVES
HOUSE RESOLUTION NO. 677
Offered by 'Ir. "urph)'
WHEREAS. Transcendental Ml.'dilation is a simple natural lechnique of gaining deep re-sl and relaxalion which is easil)'
1c.ar.1ed by t'veryonc: and
WHEREAS,. School oftlti.. ls have nOled a lessening of studenl unrest and an improvemenl in grades and sludent·parenl·and
Il."3cher lelalion,hips amung pr3clillOner$ of Transcendental ~lcdiIJlion; :ltld
....'HEREAS. Tr;:~1",~nd~nraJ ~'edilation oifers an allCTn31i"e 10 drug abuse a"d scudie. lIH.lieale lhal il
being the mOSI positive and effect;' e drug preven lion prugrnm being plC~n led in th\: ,,'olld 10d.:l)': Jnd

shO\'"S

~}Jomisc of

WHEREAS. PhplOlogicJI experimenls provule evidence .hal Ihrough the regular pr.lclice of T,)'l. (tv.'ice dally for 15-20
minulC'S) Ihe mJUl caus~ of hyperlension, anxiely. high blood pre-.surc. cardiac arreSI. lind olher psychosomatic IlIne.s~', arc removed:
and
....1 iEREAS. Through the efforls of the SlL1dents Internalional MediUltion SodefY, a non-profit educalional organizalion.
credir courses in Ihe Science of Creative lnlelligence, thc praclical aspect of "'h,ich- is T,\i.., have been offered al many of the largest
universities Ihtoughout the Uniled States: and

WHEREAS. Vndc.r a World Plan, 350 teaching centel'5 of the Science of Creative Intelligence are being founded in Lhe
largest cities throughout the Uniled Slare~ and Lhe world. One of which is to be localed in Chicago, Illinois: and
WH ER EAS, The pu rpose of these center> is lhe lraining of teaehen to accomplish the objeclives of the Science of Creative
Intelligence which arc:
(I) 10 develop !he full potenlial of Lhe individual.
(2) 10 improve governmenral achk"cmenlS
(3) to realize Ihe higlte.st ideal oi educalion.
(4) 10 sohe lhe problem' of crime. drug abuse. and all behaVIOr Illar brings unhapPlne~ 10 Ihe family of man,
(5) 10 maximize Ihe inletligent use of Lhe environment.
(6) 10 bring iUlfillment 10 the economic aspirations of indi\'idu~s and sOcicty.
(7) to Jchi""e rhe spiritual gools of mankind in Ihis gcnerntion; and
....1iEREAS. The whole IhruSl of Ihe:: progr:lnH of Ihe Siudenls InlernalionaJ .'fcdilalion Society and the Internalional
Meditation Society is 10 aid in Ihe plJctical de"clopmenl of happy and prOdUCli\'e cilizens through their leaching of Tt:lnsc~ndentaI
Medilalion a tauj:hl by .\hharishi .\Iallesh Yogi throughuul the .....orld: therefore. be it
RESOLVED. Ily rhe Huuse of Rcpre!'Cnlalin.'.s of lhe Se,enty-Sc'vcnth Gener.l1 .-\s:sembly of the St.:Ile of lIIinois. thaI all
ec!uc:lIional insliNlions. cspeci311y Ihose under Slale of IIhno;' jurisdiction. be >lrongly encouraged 10 study the' f<ca<>ibillly of COUJ5CS
in Transcendental ~Iedilalion and lhe SCience of (reati"e Inlelligence (SCI) on Lheit campuses and in lheir fa,ilittes: and be it furlher
RESOLvrn. That Ihe Deparlment of ~Ienlal HealLh of the Stale of lIIino~.. Drug Abusc, Stelion, be encouraged 10 study
tlu,' benefits of T..". anJ in,orar as the Drug Abuse S\:ction deems il to DO:: pr.lctical a~d medically "i,,:, 10 incorporale Ihe course
in T.M. in lI,e druS abuse programs: and be il furlher
RESOLVED. ThaI the Stale of Illinois ~ve all possible eoopenlion lU (he new Center for Ihe leaching of the Science
of Crealive [ntdli~el1ce 10 be founded in Chica~o, Illinois: and be il iurther
RESOLVED. ThaI a copy of Ihis res'llution be senl to; The Surnintendenl of Public In lnlClion: The Deans oi :dl
Stale Univcrsities: The Dcparlmenl of Mental He:Ulh, Slate of liIinuis 10 inform the!l1 of Ihe gn'31 promi'", of lhe programs hen'in
mentioned: :lnd be il furLher
RESOLVED, ThaI copies Oflhis reso!ulion also be sent (0 Lhe Students Int~rnalion,,"1 \ledilation Socief)' and to his Holiness.
~f2h.:uishi Mahnh Yogi. founder of the Science of CrcHivc Intelligence. and 10 Wifli:un J. "urohv 'nJ JO~IO 1. Murnh\'. slUdcnls and
leaehers of TranscendenL:l1 Medit.:ltion, tr.lincd by his Holiness. IU enC'()urage Ihem in theil endeavors, and ad\'ise Lhem of our mterest

in their program.
Adopled by Ihe House of Rcprcsenlatives \tay 24, 1971.

Speaker or" the House

Clerk of the 1I0use
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writing letters of endorsement.

It is specifically stated

that MIU-ETV will not conflict with presently operated ETV
stations since its material is new and different than anything
offered elsewhere.
SIMS would also like to see resolutions similar to
the Illinois resolution passed in all State Houses as well
as eventually in the United States Congress.
It is very important to note. that since the summer
of 1972, Maharishi has less and less involved himself in the
daily chores of maintaining the organization and has begun to
delegate responsibility more and more to those he can train
to act in specific roles effectively.
always tried to

loo~

The organization has

organized, but now more than

~ver

specia

lists are being found behind the scenes, maintaining the growth.
Specific

~xamples

of this trend are found in the

development of various crews and staffs.

There is a video-crew,

who are professional and competent enough to set up a three
camera, color TV studio ,almost anywhere in the world. 57
At the longer courses. MIU also provides a medical
staff complete with masseurs. chiropracters. nutritionalists,
foot-massage experts, and medical doctors.

The head of the

medical staff is an intelligent young man about thirty years old
named Elliot Abravenel.

He received his M.A. from San Franci

sco State College in Philosophy and his- Doctor :cif ..!;iedicine
Degree at the University of Ohio.

He became a teacher of

TM in 1969 in Rishikesh, India, and left his lucrative medical
partnership in Los Angeles to look after medical needs at the

6).

teacher-training courses held in Mallorca, January, 1972.
When a Newsweek reporter asked him in April of 1972, why he was
working for MIU at barely subsistence pay, he replied, "There
58
are other benefits than money~" I am told that he has recently
taken a course in acupuncture.
The art staff is turning out posters and illustrations
for

TM

literature and publicity.

The housing staff organizes

housing arrangements during long courses.

Residence course

secretaries for each quarter of the United States organiza
tion are responsible for residence course organization and
accounts.

A

"Golden Boy" program of regional

lect~

avail-

able to travel to different World Plan Centers to give strong
lectures, inspiring local meditators and strengthening local
programs is in operation throughout the country. 59
The

~lOB"

are being trained by Maharishi to oversee

the entire organization in years to come.

Maharishi is using

his time presently to travel and speak to government officials.
This March, 1973, he addressed the Illinois Legislature and
received a standing ovation.
shire Legislature this Spring.

He will speak to the New Hamp
H~

also hopes to write trans

lations and commentaries on "The Upanishads,," "The Vedas." and
60
"The Brahrr.a Sutras," classical Indian writings which he feels
will clearly explain the mechanics of enlightenment that is
normality.
Brahmachari Sattyanand, a brother monk of Maharishi's
from the days of Guru Dev, re-emerged in 1965 to rejoin Mahari
shi and serve him.

Sattyanand has been travelling between Europe l
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India, and America teaching in residence courses, helping
train teachers

f

and accompanying Maharishi,

Sattyanand is the

only individual Maharishi has trained to train teachers.

It

is rumored that Brahmachari Devendra, a monk and disciple of
Maharishi's may also have been taught this knowledge.

Modi

fication of the initial TM meditation course called "advanced
techniques" are found to be useful in enhancing med.itation
progress if administered at right intervals, that is, about
every two years for ten years.
Brahmachari Devendra and
advanced techniques.

By 1968, Maharishi had taught

Br~a~i

Sattyanand how to teach

Only Maharishi, Sattyanand, and Devendra

taught advanced techniques until 1972.

In the winter of 1972,

Maharishi taught Lillian 'Rosen a mature and responsible, white
-haired lady from Las Vegas, Nevada, and Dr. Vincent Snell of
England, mainstay of the English Too organization (which re
mained 'SRw") how to .teach advanced techniques.
to signify
the

T~

~~harishi's

I take this

withdrawing from the everyday routine Qf

structure.
What Pi.aharishi is planning to devote his time to

next remains to be seen.

The organization while expanding

.rapidly keeps chane;ing in structure.

.Only Tl'vi, however, remains

the same.
The Teaching.

The approach to TM lectures to the

public has changed since 1959.
dealt with again in this paper.

Advanced lectures will be
61

We can briefly summarize the evolution of the "in
troductory lecture."

In the

earli~r

years, r,iaharishi spoke

mainly about the inner and outer aspects of life and that there
is a basis to life which should be tapped and will enrich life.
He spoke of this as the inner sap, the divine, the Being, the
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Kingdom of Heaven within, the Truth of Life. -His favored
analogy of a flower explained that the whole outer
of differences--petals. thorns,

~eaves,

flowe~

made

stems-- was maintained

by the inner network of pulp, arteries, and veins and rootsl
and at the tip of the roots was found to be a tiny, pearl
drop of sap.

The sap coursed through the flower nourishing

and enriching both inner and outer aspects of the flower.

Ana

lyzing more closely one finds that the flower was made of
nothing more than sap.

That sap formed roots and pUlp and

arteries and veins and that it also formed the petals, leaves,
thorns, and stem.

The flower is nothing other than sap.

Contact that and life will be enriched.
is within everyone:

And that sap of life

it is pure consciousness.

Shortly thereafter, in the early 1960's, Maharishi
developed consequences of contacting that inner pure conscious
ness more tharoughly.
meditation.
ating the

TM is a means of strengthening the mind, rejuven

bo~y,

and sincere

Right and powerful action resulted from

i

improving one's nature, making it more loving

'also by meditating one radiated a peaceful air

which soothed the atmospheie.

Maharishi's explanation of

World Wars and catastrophes is rather simple.

"The accumulated

stress and strain of such large numbers of people in the world
who are frustrated, hostile, upset, not at peace with them
selves or others builds up and reaches a critical point in
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which no more can be absorbed by the atmosphere and war is
inevitable."

His solution to world problems lay in improving

the individual ability to deal with life, thereby decreasing
frustration and increasing success.

These four areas of world'
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peace;. social behavior, health, and full mental potential,' as
they are still called by SIMS were the mainstay of lectures.
Studehts of the 1965, 1966, 1967, 1968 teacher-training courses,
Maharishi's' Academy of Meditation, Rishikesh, U.P., India devel
oped lectures along these guidelines.
Jerry Jarvis by 1968 is considered to be one of the
most successful lecturers.

He would sit in a chair on a podium

or stage and for three hours speak without notes, developing
these points, allowing each to logically flow into the next.
A favored analogy was that of an archer who did not know the
art of archery.

He would run

arrow into his target.

do~~

a field and plunge the

And by those Whose lack of understand

.ing of archery was similar to his, it was regarded as perfectly
normal ..• but the man who knew the art of archery would place
the arrow on the bowstring and pull it back away from the
target.

He would pull the arrow all the way back in the oppos

ite direction from which he wished it to gJ and then release.
It would fly straight to the target.

Meditation was like pull

ing the mind back to the source, to the field of pure conscious
ness. and from that state it is most dynamic, most powerful.
So if Someone were to ask why you were sitting there with
your eyes closed while there was so much to be done, you would

KNew

that you

k~ew

the art of effective actionl

first meditate,

then act.

First bring the mind back to its state of

fullest potential, then act most powerfully, efficiently and
effectively.
Potential meditators listening to a Jerry Jarvis lec
ture would often not be able to follow his intricate. logical.
and long expositions. but would leave feeling he had something
about him and it was what they wanted, if possible.
With the advent of many younger teachers during

1969 and 1970, lectures became more dynamic.

Joe Clarke would

often tell his audience that "this is the greatest adventure
of your life-- the unfoldment of full mental ootential and
you might as well take it. now, than later.

n
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The physiological research of 1970-1971, and the sub
sequent publishing of data, especially by Wallace, transformed
the health seminar into a physiology seminar.
"

~-

Often TM teachers' rattle off statistics pertaining
to blood lactate, carbon dioxide elimination, oxygen consump
tion, reaction time, galvanic skin
ograms, and

0 ther

resist~~ce,

electro-encephal

. "
t lng
.
th a:
t 65
da t a 1nQ1Ca

1)

Deep rest in TM produces greater restful
ness in five minutes than does a whole
night's rest~

2)

It reduces anxiety in one-half hour com
parable to an evening's rest (in terms of
lactate reductic~

3)

It leaves the meditator more alert after
than before (unlike napping)

4)

It supplements sleep,

5)

It is natural and beneficial to both healthy
and ill individuals.
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Since 1971, Charlie Donahue has been doing a great
deal to improve lecture quality and content.

It was he who

started speaking mostly in terms of pure consciousness.

Until

1971-72, most lecturers spoke about the consequences

of~TM

in

terms of mind, body, and environment relationships.

This in

evitably resulted in generalized staterrents. such as, "think
more clearly, ""feel better," "feel happier," and so on .
. Donahue's philosophically oriented mind came upon
the concept of pure consciousness as most exciting.

This'

concept along with the approach to physiology makes T·M more
acceptable to the middle class who are concerned with speci
fics. neither generalized nor ambiguous,

The concept of pure

consciousness. while abstract from ordinary experience is
nonetheless specific,

Recently Charlie

week-end courses for initiators,

ms

been giving

He has taken the whole

lecture program. introductory, preparatory, and advanced,
and organized it logically.

Charlie's motto taken from

Wittgenstein has been, "If it can be said, it can be said
clearly,"
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freviously many lecturers spoke without preparing

lectures in advance,

Maharishi trains each teacher thoroughly.

and each realizes he or she has that understanding within.
Having heard Charlie's logical, carefully planned" and ex
citing lectures, many have begun to follow his example.
Through his influence in initiating residence courses, and
now since he is about to give one-month teacher-training course,
,·Donahue will most likely bring about a growing professior.alism
in TM lecturing.

Recently, (March,

197J)~7Maharishi addressed

group of business men in Chicago.
the practical benefits of TM.

a

They wished to hear of

He began by saying that TM

produced a state called "Cosmic Consciousness" in which the
individual is fully able to make use of mind, body, .and sur
roundings.

It is the state of consciousness of the fully

developed individual.

In essence, all that Maharishi has stat

ed is an appellation, "Cosmic Consciousness" for the state
of development and consequences of meditation that have been
derived before.

It is significant that at this time he feels

that he may speak about enlightenment to that most practical
bourgeois class in America.

Something has changed in society,

Society is more conscious of consciousness.

The

g~owth

of TM

has widened its horizons in terms of potential meditators,
teachers. and-staff.

In fact, the vocabulary and perspective

has diffused among those who may not begin TM in the near
future.

The entire organization has been growing at a very rapid

pace, undergoing structural changes, and entering new fields of
influence. but the message has remained the same:
be enjoyed."

"Life is to

CHAPTER IV

SOCIOLOGICAL ANALYSIS OF TEIE GROWTH

OF TRANSCENDENTAL MEDITATION

In this chapter we will deal with the growth of

TM in terms of social movement

theory~

rout1nizatlon

of charisma, and bureaucra.cy.

Broadly speaking we can
1
classify TM as a social movement. - It has a purpose
that is to spread Transcendental Meditation.
a nucleus which guards the growth.

There Is

And the goal of the

movement seems to be institutionalization.
We can look at the growth of TM from different
theoretical perspectives, seeing if each of these then
brings out some nuance of understanding of the phenomenon
and seeing if and where each fells short.
Herbert Blumer states "in its beginning, a social
movement is amorphous, poorly organized, and without
form •••.• as a soeial movement develops, it takes on the
- .?
oharacter of a society." The beginnings of the growth
of TM are-not
in the sense

with Blumer.
has not

~aguel

t~gt

one man began to teach TM.

Only

it was not organized, can we agree

Yet the technique the man was teaching

changed~

However, a large organization has

grown around it, to propagate and p-Q?ularize it.
TM As A Social Movement-.

The ''background'' of a

general social movement is constituted by gradual and
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pervasive changes 1n the val ueB of people ."3 This des
cribes a seoondary effect of the growth of TM.

Where

as the number of people meditating (TM) in the country
may be relatively small, about two hundred thousand.
the vocabulary and goals of TM are be-coming more dif
fused.

It could be argued that there is a general social

movement toward concern with higher states of conscious
ness. with meditative and yoga-like practises as well
_a-shumanist psychology, alpha-training, and sensitivity
groups

assub-~~

In this sense, TM could be consid

ered to be an offshoot of a general social movement.
On the other hand, the growth of TM has been -stable and

rapid over a period of fourteen years, whereas the "rise
~f

such activities as taught by Kirpal Singh. Guru

Maharaj-jl, Baba Ramdass, and the Hare Krishna groups
seem to have come and gone more quickly.

It 1s my con

tention that these organizations have relied more on
mass appeal, charisma, belief, and to some extent es
oapism while TM relies almost singularly upon a tech
nique which produces specific and empirically validated
oonsequences. 4
Blumer continues, -"a specific social movement
is usually a crystallization of much of the motivation
of dissatisfaction, hope and desire awakened by the
general social movement, and the focusing of this mo
tivation on some specific objective."5 Here we may ask

· whether the specific social movement
eral or preceded it.

To the best

o~

interest in Eastern philosophies and
not gain mass appeal until the mid

~ollowed

the gen

my knowledge, the
te~hnlques

196~·s

did

when the use

of hallucinogenic drugs inspired the ,youth to seek the
far East along with the -far-out. M
A specific social movement, as defined by Blumer
"1s one which has a well-defined objective
or goal which it seeks to reach. In this
effort it develops an organization and
structure. making it essentially a society.
It develops a recognized and accepted
leadership and a definite membership charact
erized by a "we-consciousness.- It forms a
b9dy of traditions, a guiding set of values,
a philosophy, sets of rules, and a general
body of expectations. Its members form al
legiances and loyalties. Within it there
develops '8 division of labor" particularly
1n the form of 8 social structure in which
individuals occupy status positions. Thus.
individuals develop personalities and con
ceptions of themselves, representing the In- 6
dividual counterpart of a social structure.
The body of SIMS seems to be developing these
qualities of values, and philosophy, but the rules are
rather limited.

The two hundred thousand meditators

have very little Mwe-consciousness" or espr1t-de-corps.7
Furthermore, among the meditators there 1s no division
of labor.

The goal of the movement in this sense is

merely institutionalization of the teohnique in a very
innocuous way.

In the winter of 1972, Maharlehl was

oonsidering doing away with the name

Transe~ndental

Med

itation calling TM merely .Mdaily practioe."8 His rationale

?).

was that there is no special name for the activity of brush

1ng one's teeth, yet everybody does it.

His a1m is that TM

be thoroughly institutionalized.
SIMS oan be considered in the core group stage of a
social movement.

The teachers, administrators, coordinators

and staff do have a body of rules, expectations, values,
traditions, end ·we-consciousness."

The teachers and the rest

of the orga.nizat-lon can be considered to be a large core group
with meditators a loosely organized following.

Yet again, the

movement has been innovated and directed by one man, and the
goal involved is a very special technique.

This contradicts

Blumer, "in the begtnning a social movement is loosely organ
lzed, and characterized by impulsive behavior.

It has no

clear objective"its behavior and thinking are largely under
o

the dominence of restlessness and collective excitement.- /
SIMS has never been dominated by restless or collective ex
citement.

~hexetore,

this really does not apply to the growth

pf TM,-- yet we- stUY-seec-that the complexity of the organization
has grown during the fourteen years TM has been in eXistence.
Simply, as the numbers grew, the complexity of the organiza
tion grew.

TM has become more diffuse in society, butthe

demands upon the individual have not inoreased.
TM As An Expressive Movement.
an expressive movement.
ments as a type

~f

SIMS may be considered

Blumer speaks of religious move

expressive

~ovement.

"The nature of a

situation from which religious movements emerge •••• is a

slt~t1on where people are upset and dlBturbed.~OBlumer
considers religious movements to be an expression of tension,
which involves, "intense intimacy, exaltation, •• esprit
de-eorps •••
11

objects,-

proje~tion

of the

colle~tive

feeling on outside

Again we can see that this is not an adequate

deseription of SIMS,

None of the emotional nuances are

found in SIMS aotivities.

In fact TM could be considered a

counter-measure to these phenomenal TM meditators experience
c1ear-headedness, calmness, t'P'lcreased directedness and acti
vity, and self-sufficiency.
~lumer's

12

analysis of the motivating factors of a social

movement, center upon the exploitation or expression of social
unrest.

The purpose" of TM is to ohange this situation, not

to serve as a means of release. 'This is a very important dls
tinction.

Yet the consequence of either situation results in

a new social order.

The development of a specific social

movement Blumer defines in five stages a

Mel) agitation,

(2) development of esprlt-de-corps, (3) development of morale,
(4) the formation of an ideology, and (5) the development of
,
1:}
operating tactics." Of these only (4) and (5) apply to SIMS

and these will be analyzed in Chapter IV.

Therefore, we feel

that Blumerls explanation or a specific social movement does
not apply to the dynamics of the growth of TM.

But his ap

pra1sal of the static situation will require further analysis.
"A social order can be regarded as consisting of
the following elements, among other~. First,a body
'~ common expectations., upon the basis, of ~lch people

15.
are able to co-operate and regulate their activities
to one another. This procedure yields them customs,
traditions, rules, and norms. Second, a set of values
which are attached to these expectations and which
determine how important they are, and how readily
people will adhere to them. Third the conceptions
which people have of themselves in relation to one
another and to their groups. And, fourth, a common
sUbjective 0ldentation in the form of dispositions
and moods.
It



By this definition, the goal. of the growth of TM can
be seen to be nothing other than the establishment of a new
social order.
ence of

And the basis of this is found in the experi

tra~scendence,

of pure consciousness, which tran

forms a man's personality into the values of cosmic and
higher states of consciousness.
Value-Added

Blumer's natural history approach

~rocess.

is concerned with stages of development, and human interaction
at each stage.

Smelser, is concerned with norms, values and

determinants of social behavior from a rigid structuralfunctional point of view.

Roger Brown states, "Smelser's

theory is, in the highest degree. systematic and its compleXity
is such as to discourage a general summary.

However, the most

original part of the theory fis] its treatment of the deter
minants . of causes of collective behavior. ,. 15
ser lists six
stru~tural

d~terminants:

Ne il J. Smel

"Structural conduciveness,

strain, growth and spread of generalized belief,

precipitating factors, mobilization of participants for act

-

ion, operation of social control."

16

Smelser defines con

duciveness as "at most permissive of a given type of collect
ive behavior.·r 17

Brown adds.

"Clearly this determin

ant is necessary but very far from sufficient."

18

In con

76 •

.... - -.',.

8idertng struotural strain, Smelser states •••• ·it 1s the com
binatlon of oonduciveness and strain •••That radically reduces
the range of possibilities of behavior. other then panic.· 19
-The belief identifies the source of the strain, attributes
certain characteristics to this souree and recommends that
certain actions be taken to relieve the strain."20·PreciPlta
ting factors give the generalized beliefs, concrete, immediate
SUbst~ce.·2~rown takes this to be an -incldent. n22Smelser
considers leaders to be very important for mobilization.2~rown
also emphasizes the element of communication. 24Social control
is a ·counterdeterminant which prevent, interrupt, defleot,
or inhibit the accumulation of determinants." .25
Brown in analyzing Smelser states that these determinants
are in some ways sociological, in others psychological.

For

oollective behavior to occur these determinants must all
exist in the mind of each person involved.
In TM, the structural conduciveness is simply that there

is no norm or belief that a person must not meditate, or
practice a technique
mente

~or

self-improvement or personality develop-

The structural strain is the frustration, dissatisfaction

and oontinued demands made upon the individual in society.
structural strain here 1s the human situation.
we try

~o:

The

But when

separate generalized belief from preoipitating

factors and mobilization for action, it becomes difficult.

It

seems that nothing less than arbitrary discrimination will be
possible.

71.

Frederick A. Gele in bis dissertation is able to dis
pel this confusion, -The most salient' contribution he (Smelser)
makes is the Vivid and insistent demand for greater attention •••
to what we have rererred previously as the flow or accumula
tlve process of a movement."

2'';

Hr. Geib combines the value-

added process with the life-cycle approach.

Gelb defines the

natural history or life-cycle approach as a series of stages I
(1) cultural drlrt and social change, (2) individual. and socieJ.
unrest, (3)" general soc ial movements, (4) core groupings,
.
'27
(5) specific social movements. Geib sums up the integration
or Smelser's approach with the life-cycle approach by com
paring it to a necklace made of beads and a cord.
history technique

d~reots

MThe natural
28
attention at each bead." While

Smelser's point of View gives paramount attention to the cord.
Turner and Kl~11an2~so speak of the stages of a soclal
movement.

The preliminary stage 1s characterized by a group

or mass and a leader.

In the popular stage, if \D'lrest and

discontent are not dealt.with, the excitement becomes collective.
Turner and Killian concentrate on a rather extreme reaetion and
speak in terms or esprit-de-corps, agitation, and reform.

In

the formal stage, attitudes are crystallized into means, -in and_
out group hostility eXist. morale, purpose and propaganda are
realized. and the form no longer 1s e mass but is bound together
over an issue end becomes public.

In the final stage. the

goals of the movement become legal, and therefore instltution
al1zed.

18.

Turner and Killiants3~pproaeh seems to deal with. a
80cial movement in violent terms.
characterized as covert,

The preliminary stage is

the popular stage as overt,

the

formal stage as violent, and the fourth or institutional stage
as legal or attitudinal.

The process or SIMS in trying to

tnstitutlona11ze TM has been characterized by the formal stage,
yet it 1s devoid of violence.

Purposes are stated indicating

a means of bettering the lot of humanity.
the organization is formalized.

The structure of

Propaganda is stressed.

ship evaluates policies, and acts in a statesmanly way.

Leader
And

of course the direct purpose is not social, but expressive in
that something is being taught to and for the individual r
social consequences are secondary.
The fact that the literature has characterized most
social movements by violence is indicative of something impor
tant.

Geib points out that that which makes a social movement

move is a oonflict between the norms of the social movement
and the norms of society.
minimal.

31

In TM. the conflict seems to be

The philosophy of TM seems in accord. with the phU

osophy of the culture it is in, and rough spots are intentionally
minimized.

In fact the only obvious contradiction is that

SI~~

says - "You should meditate," and sooiety replies, "I have not."
The conflict here is again minimal.

The SINS policy is that

whatever a person 1s doing they will do better if they practioe
TM.

TM 1s not taught in a Value-free context, but the values

that are espoused in the name of TM, are unlvErrsal vaJ.ues 

19.

the'values of more intelligence, more

~app1ness,

more energy,

more fulfilling behavior, better health, less tension are
transcultural.

It is not within the soope of this paper to

prove these to be universal values,'but we oite Maslo. 3

th

de

lineating natural, human values attributed to a state of nor
mality end suggest that he is speaking of similar values.
We postualate that it is due to a minimal conflict in values
that no violence has oocurred in the growth of TH.
In sllmmary,'SIMS has the bare essentials to be considered

a social movement. in its rapid growth, its increasing mass
appeal. its style of leadership, and its

growt~

toward instl

tutionalizat1on, but in its ooncern for expressive ,values, and
.

experience of the "beyond", it resembles a religious movement.
~The religious experience is an encounter with a
beyond, with ~ power beyond the appearance of things,
and e~ents, With an Ultimate power seen as ground of
existence. Such an ultimate ground of being is 3ek
perienced through empirical things and events." J

Whereas SIMS in itself 1s not a social movement. the
widening influence of TM in terms of its increasing acceptance
by the elite and non-elite in society. its increasing acceptance
by the press. its great popularity among college students, and
its overall influence as a means of modifying values in society,
do allow the growth of TM to be considered a social movement.

In fact, the change

in

values in society, in preceding the

actual adoption of TM by society may have tremendous consequences
in itself.

In this sense, the entire organization of SIMS could

80.

be considered to be a core group of a larger movement.

Its inception resembles a sect.

-The sect originates as

a small primary group restricted to the faithful disciples
of a holy man in possession of oharisma.- 34 certa1nly direct
experience plays a part, sinoe the practice of TM allowed

entry into the sooiety around Maharishi.

However, the

charisma of Maharishi influenced many to begin TM.
"The sect is an association that (1) insists an
original experience, a char~, as a criterion for
admission and thereby (2) substitutes its own inter
nal fellowship, based on experience onlY3~pen to the
select. for formal religious authority. .J

Those that began TM in the earlier stages of its growth
(1959-~965) were in the avante-garde,

and if not oulturally

disaffected, certainly they were unique in their acceptance
of TM.
~Th~ ~ppos~tlon between the sect and the domi
nant; social order manifests itself in its r~ult
ment fro~ among the culturally disaffeoted."

The sect-like stage of the growth of TM could be seen
as preceding a cult-like stage.

MA cUlt is generally any collectivity that cul
tivates a particular kind of personal experience or
set of practi~es among its followers. It entails ad
herence to some rudimentary ideology, usually rein
forced by a legendary image, but there is no unyield
ing group code of the kind that characterizes the
ideal-typical gang or religious sect. The experience
~or which people strive may be salvation, and to this
extent the cUlt borders on the sect." 37
This

de~1nltion

allows us to see TM as something like

a cult, yet Maharishi continues to underplay an ideology, a
call ror commitment, or a preformed mental attitude.

TM, he

81.

teaches, should make a person more independent·.
-an insistenoe on purity and full commlttment.
This, in turn, facilitates the development of an
ideology and a strategy for action, which may ultl)8
mately reach full fruition in a larger social movement."
Lang and Lang oontinue to point out I
-Two condltions ••• conduoive to ncnnal suggestibility
are. (1) the absence of an adequate mental context for
responding to (or interpreting) en observation or an
event; or (2) a strong disposition in the sUbject to
fit observations into a pre-existing mental context.~ 39
In terms of their definition, we see SIMS as non-exploltive,

offering a means of evaluating TM in terms of an adequate
mental context and having a distaste for a prejudicial view
of life.
Blumer points this out in terms of his comparison
between circular reaction and interpretltlve interaction.
"Thus interpretive interaction ••• tends, in degree,
to make people differ~1 circular reaction tends to
make people alike.~
Thus TM offers an experience and a means of tnter
preting that experience.

This is the entire thrust of SIMS.

Were it not for the duration, significance of consequences,
stability· of growth, and potential for continuity far into
. the future. TM could be considered merely a fad. But due to
interpretive interaction, as well as the experience of pure
consciousness, TM may well become an established actiVity
in society, legitImized and integrated, ushering in a new

sooial order based on its consequences.
Charisma.

The question arises, how did this come

82.

/

about?

We have tried to show. in the third ohapter. that the

growth of TM was due largely to the efforts of one man.

Weber

defined charisma in terms of natural leaders I
RNatural leaders •••. in times of psychic,
physical, economic, ethical, religious, political
distress have been neither office holders nor
inoumbents of an 'occupation' in the present sense
of the word, that is, men who have acquired ex
pert knowledge and serve for remuneration. The
natural leaders in distress have been holders of
specific gifts of the body and splr1t1 and these
gifts have been believed to be supernatural,
not accessible to everybody. The concept of
'charisma' herein used is used in a completely
value-neutral sense. w4l
·In contrast to any kind of bureauoratic
organization of officers, the charismatic struc
ture know nothing of form or of an o·~ered pro
cedure of appointment or dismissal." 2

"Charisma knows only tnner determination and
restraint. The holder of charisma seizes the task
that is adequate for him and demands ob~dlence and
a following by virtue of his mission." 43
. Weber continues that for

a

man to

be

charismatic, he

must be recognized as such and that he constantly must prove
himself to his followers.
"Pure charisma does not know any 'legitimacy'
other than that floWing from personal streng th ft4
that is one which is constantly being proved."'"
O'Dea adds,
·Charismatic phenomena are unstable and tem
porary and can prolong their existence only by
becoming routinized - that is, by becoming trans
formed or incorporating themselves into the ro~
tine institutionalized structures of society.' 5
Maharishi's initial appeal may be thoughtof in terms
of charisma.

From 1954 to 1965 there was little market for
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In 1972, two hundred thousand have. tr1ed 1t and

sed1tation.

tar more have he8.7'd ot 1t.

The original charisma has been

routinized end transformed into a bureaucracy. .TM 1s no
longer taught by a monk 1n white robes, but by a trained
teacher usually dressed with a coat and tie or in a neat
dress or skirt.

Weber 11sts these characteristics of

bureaucracy.
"Modern officialdom functions in the following
specific manner:
. I. There is the principle of fixed and official
jurisdictional areas, which are generally ordered
by rules, that 1s by laws or administrative
regulations.
1. The regular activities required for the pur
poses of the ~ureaucratlcally governed structure
are distributed in a fixed way as official duties.
Z. The authority to give commands required for
the discharge of these duties is distributed in
a stable way and is strictly delimited by rules
concerning the coercive means, physical, sacer
dot~. or otherwise, which may be placed at the
disposal of officials.
3. Methodical provision is made for the regular
end oontinuous fulfilment of these duties and for
the execution of the corresponding rights, only
persons who have the generally rpgulated qualifl
cntions to serve are employed." 46
The World Plan has diVided the U.S. and the world into
jurisdictional areas of one million population.
of teaching TM are standardized.

The means

There 1s a power struoture

tor eaoh area, ·each world plan oenter having five presidents,
vice-presidents, secretaries, treasurer and a single chairman •. Regional coordinators overlook each quadrant of the U.S.
Members of the'

~108M

overlook.each area containing one hun

dred million and are responsible for reporting to Maharishi.

84.

Pro~esslonally

trained staff members overlook all activities

of training and maintaining personnel.
Weber's concept of rout1nlzation helps to explain the
growth of TM.

We must add TM produoes positive feedback.

Originally, a person may have begun

TM

tmpressed by Maharishi,

or a teacher of TM. or by a meditator.

However. he continued

to practise TM on the basis of his own personal' experience

becau8~

of the efficacy of meditation.

SIMS

statlstics~o

'indicate that now, about 85% of those who begin TM are intro
duced to it through a friend.

Often a beneficial change is

perceived in a friend who has begun meditation and his friends
are induced to start through their own appraisal of the
situation.

In this sense, TM elicits charismatic qualities.

Those who practise

TM may

be oonsidered also to be charismatic

since they influence.others to begin TM.

We feel that the

qualities that produce charisma are qualities of the B-state '48
postulated by Abraham Maslow and are produced by the increase
of pure-consciousness and the release of stress brought about
by TM.

We will deal more with this in the rifth Chapter. 49

Therefore. TM can be considered in terms of expansion of cha
risma as well as rout1nization of charisma.
n~ss,

Pure consolous

if it is accepted or known as the basis of thought and

actiVity, 1s

the~o~e

the basis of charisma.

As pure con

soiousness increases, its consequences of greater energy and
creative intelligence also.increase; the capacity for knowing

85.

and doing increases.

Certainly it 1'ollow8 that 'one w111

become more influential and, to an extreme degree, this 1s
charisma.
Since pure consciousness is the source of thought,
then charisma 1s the means

itself.

~or

pure consciousness to expand

The entire movement may be viewed as the expansion

of pure consoiousness by itself and for itself.

The basic

conoept of pure consciousness as the be-all and end-all of
life, the ultimate, the essence, underlies Maharishi's own
explanation of the.World Plan.
horizontally in

~erms

-The World Plan operates

of the expansion of the number of

and vertically in terms .of the expansion of
0
consc 10usness of each indl'vldti.al. n5 The horizon tal expans ion

medita~lors

can be explained by charismaJ the vertical through the prac
tice of TM.

~~d

sion is the

bad~s

by

TM.

we new postulate that the vertical expan
for the horizontal: charisma is produced

We have dealt

with this ooncept since it (1) helps

explain the growth of TM

~om

another perspective and (2) it

allows us to emphasize that the content of the experience
is the basis fOT the growth of TM •.
We return now to concerns more overtly sociological.
The growth of TK is charaoterized
well as the

exp~sion

of charisma.

by

the rout1nizatlon as
Maharishi has had to

serve in many different roles as the charismatic leader •.
He has had to

:~

a man of words, a man of' action, and a

86.
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statesman. Maharishi's first task was to popularize the
concept that the tnner values of life support the outer
by povJaarizing the technique of meditation.

As a man or

action it was neoessary for him to inspire people to be
come teachers, administrators t and leaders.

The leadership

training course 1n 1968 at Squaw Valley began with ideology
and.pbilosophy and ended on a note of encouraging activity.
As an administrator and statesman, Maharishi has been recent
ly organizing SIMS and the World Plan so that he may now
bow out.

Furthermore, he now intends to speak directly to

. bureaucrats in government and to politicians to gain their
support.
phase.

The growth of TM has never gone through a Violent
The True Believer or the desperate man seeking mean

ing tn life has never been exploited.

In one sense, we are

all true believers, seeking as much stability as life offers,
but the restless disregard for the many found in mass move
ments has not been found in TH.

TM has always been taught

in accord with the norms of society it is taught in.

It has

never beoome a mass movement in the active phase that Hoffer
describes as -unpleasant if not evil.-

52 In

been taught in the context of' a movement.
solioited money.

fact TM has never

SIMS has never

It has always had an organization and its

growth has always been on the premise that once TM is under
stood, it will be accepted by everyone for its own value.
Anticipatory Legitimation.

The concept of anticipa

tory legitimation· helps explain SIMS.

Weber speaks of three

••• <,.

types ot legittmat10nl ·one meets with these three • pure ,
t7peSI 'traditional,' 'charismatio,' and 'legal.- 511MS has

SIMS

attempted 'to be accepted as a legitimate organization.

has imitated current norms and Maharishi has modified and

manipulated symbols to show that TM is just's nece$sary part

ot oulture.

There has been no conflict, sinoe the teaching

ot TM'has blossomed in the form of something acceptable to

society.

The values that Maharishi propounds are human val ue~

values that may be transcultural.

Maslow states I

"The sources of growth and humanness are essen
tially within the human person and are not created
or invented by society •••• This is true even though
we know that a cuI ture is a.. sine qua. non for the
actualization of humanness itself ••• This makes
theoretically possible a oomparative sociology, 54
transcending and includ ing cultural reI at 1vi ty • •
Happiness, creatiVity, intelligence, energy, health are unl
versally valued.

In fact, consciousness 1s so basic to life

that its value 1s often overlooked.

So, in the level of these

human transoul tural values, to some degree TM is in acoord
with all cultures.

However, as William Graham Sumner states,

·The folkways are the 'right' ways to satisfy all interests,
because they are tradi tiona! and exist ,in fa.ct • .55 Thererore,
on the level of cUltural relatiVity, that 1s on the level of
folkways, laws, traditions, rules and diverse beliefs, TM is
taUght 1n terms of the group that is listening.

For example

Maharishi has said, -It is due to the scientists of this gen
eratlon that we have a systematic means of realizing the ul
t1.mate in life.

H

.5~M

has been structured and taUght as

8
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.

;

scientific technique since this is the age o'f sC.lence.

TM could

be taught in the context o'f any series of concepts and still be .

valid.

It is a transcultural technique and a purely human

experience.

SIMS. since it ls 1n the 'United States has both

'. oul tural and and, transcultural

asp~ets.

We can also view SIMS as a complex organization in

terms of power. eomplionce. and goals.

Etz10nl states that

coercive power 1s used to bring about.a goal of order and
the result, in terms of compliance, is alienation. 57 Remun_
eration (power) 1s effective on the level of eoonomic goals
and result in ca1.culative complianoe.

Coeroive oontrol 1s usually found in prisons and partially
in the military.

Remunerative control 1s found in business.

Normative control effects a cultural goal and 1s motivated
by a moral

ty~

of oomplianoe.

This form operates in hospi

tals and schools, as well. aSin military-elite groups.

TM is

taught in terms of a normative structure with direct exper
lence reinforcing norms.

The

Qrganlzatl~n

of SIMS, even

though administrators and initiators have salaries, must
also be cons Idcred normative.

Pay 1s min1mal 52nd teachers

teach for the 3atisfaction and joy of teaching.

In terms of

oultur81 elements, most TM teachers feel they are doing
something useful for others and themselves.

The actual ex

perience of teaching is reported as enjoyable and refreshing.
aAs the student rises to pure consciousness, the teacher rises

to

eosm~c

consciousness.
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Please refer to Chart #10

The teacher gains more in the
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teaching than the student..
doesn·t

m1nd.~

6'<L

It the student enjoys, the teacher

~thermore.

the act of teaching reinforces

the meaning attributed to the teaching.

.-

Thus. in this chapter we have examined SIMS in the
light of social movement theory, and theories concerned with
other types of collective behavior as well as in terms ot
charisma and complex organization.

91.

CHAPrER V
TRANSCENDENTAL MEDITATION AS AN INSTITUTION

In this chapter we shall view SIMS from the 'inside"
in terms of communication, control, leadership, innovation,
and socialization, and from the'outside' in terms of how
SIMS deals with other institutions and organization.
Communication. Communication in SIMS is rather like
the ancient word of mouth tradition.

The oral tradition is

translated into modern technology through the use of the tele
phone.

is taught through lectures and personal instruction.

T~j

Questionnaires, forms, slides, and films are used as teaching
aids,

Often audio and video tapes of Maharishi supplement

the teaching.

Actual instruction in meditation and follow-up

checking of meditation experience invariably take place in a
direct confrontation between teacher and student.

News-letters

are utilized only to notify meditators of events in the future
and past.

Maharishi's books are used to stimulate intellect

ual understanding of the technique, but there are no references
to or descriptions of actual meditative experience.
For the teacher of T!Y1, wri"tten materials are sel
dom needed.

What he teaches he has learned from listening

to video-tapes of lectures and participating in discussions,.
as well as directly experiencing the meditative state
repeatedly,
He, too, is notified of policy

ch~ges,

of meetings

and events, and other practical matters by mail, but no
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letters are directed to him. concerning philosophy or experience.
Mail and telephone are used to deploy bureaucratic means,
but teaching means and ends are exclusively in the domain of
person to person talks.
fontrol. The question arises, why do meditators
obey the teachers' directives, and·why do the teachers obey
Maharishi's directives and the directives of TM representatives?
The answer is to be found through the marriage of two factors-
authority and direct experience.

Maharishi has legitimized his

authority through charismatic means to some extent.

But it is

the direct experience of the meditator in the actual prac

tice of meditation that really legitimizes the authority.
The meditation is actually experienced

as~

less pleasant or less

effective if the teacher's directives are not followed.

It

is like a patient who upon disobeying a doctor's orders, be
comes sick.

In the future he will come to trust the doctor

on the basis of his own experience of improving health.

It is

this kind of earned trust that a teacher of meditation wields.
For this he must continually prove himself by giving effective
1
advice.

For this he re lies on following the teaching as it

came to him from

Ma~arishi.

Maharismstates that what he
teaches came to him from his teacher, Guru Dev.2 In- effect,
Maharishi is establishing a tradition of teaching, or rather
transplanting an Eastern tradition in the West.

This tradition

is constantly nourished through direct experience of the
fruit of the

traditio~

daily.

The plant is watered by twice

daily meditations, and the fruits it bears are directly ex
perience~

in daily life.

This is a

pasit~~e -reihforcemen~

of ' internalized patterns and therefore strengh':;.
for maintenance of the tradition.

the basis

This has nuances of anti

cipatory legitimation, institutionalization and coherence with
already existing norms.
Socialization. As we have been explaining, the basis
for the teaching is the knowledge of how to practice and teach
the techniques of TM.

The teacher of TM, also called the

"initiator" is responsible for teaching TM correctly.

He or

she is called a "knower and exponent of reality." 3 Maharishi
considers his teachers "to be "walking encyclopedias of know
ledge. ,,4 To become a teacher, a medi ta tor is exposed to
course.

aI

SC I

The SCI course consists of thirty-three color video

tape lectures concerning the range of life and the practical
value of TM.
teach SCI.

Graduates of the SCI course are qualified to
SCI teachers then may attend a ten-week training

'course in which they meditate a number of times each day and
discuss meditation experiences

i~'bour~e ~e~tings

rishi or trusted members of his staff.

with Maha

The process of re

peated meditations in a single day involves a procedure
called 'rounding" which requires a proper environment and
guidance.

The consequence of

rounding is a very lively mind,

and a nervous system considerably freer from stress than be
fore,the rounding procedure, . ~nd therefore closer to the
state' of normality.

Teacher-trainees' learn about .:.higher

states of consciousness called cosmic consciousness, refined
cosmic consciousness, and unity of consciousness.

In cosmic
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consciousness, the individual lives a life free from stress,
with a very alert mind, a relaxed and healthy body, and
to make full use of body, mind and surroundings.

abilit~

Physiologic

ally cosmic consciousness is,--characterized by the maintenance
of pure consciousness twenty-four hours a ?ay.

In an article in

"The Geocentri.c Experience," Demetri Kanellakos describes high
er states of consciousness.

Kanellakos is a Senior Research En

gineer at Stanford Research Institute (SRI) and

has been

leading a number of projects involving TM.
"Now when you get into cosmic consciousness
it means you have absolute awareness even
while you are awake, asleep or dreaming.
You're not in relative oblivion, _in other
words, You see things completely and
gradually a third dimension is added to
to the two dimensions of cosmic conscious
ness QNaking, dreaming and sleeping along
with pure consciousness). You have thought
and experience. you have self-awareness;
and now, as you become familiar with cc (cosmic
consciousness], you begin to enjoy the Vlorld
in a celestial way, And this celestial enjoyment
of life is the dimension of (refined cosmic
consciousness] ... it's attainable for anybody
with a normal human nervous system, however it
may sound to the contrary," 5
Kanellakos continues that the continuation of refined cosmic
consciousness is the ability to "enjoy things infinitely." 6
Maharishi explains that the nature of life is unboundedness,
and that a human is capable of experiencing the wholeness of
life as well as its parts and this is the ultimate dimension
of human experience. 7
The socialization program in SIMS is brought about
by a constant interplay of intellectual discussion and medi
tative experience.

In the course of a teacher-training course
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usually enough meditators experience something of CC if not

-Rec (refined cosmic consciousness and -ue, unity' of conscious
ness) that they begin to adopt the

vocabula~and

its expressions.

The diffusion·of this vocabulary into society is an important
byproduct of the growth of TM.
Transformation Ex£erience.

Meditation experiences

for meditators during the course of twice-daily meditations
usually bring about some 8 of the following effects in daily
lifel

increased happiness. positivity, sense of meaning in

lifel

decreased drug-abuse, tension. blood· pressure, fatigue,

better sex life, health.

Robbins and Fisher list multiple

benefits in the chapter of their book·,

Tranquility Without

PillS? enti tIed nEverything You Nee.d to Know About TM."
More advanced meditators begin to experience these
effects to a greater degree.
~

Those who begin to experience

and higher states, report a decrease in need for sleep, a

sense of great energy, and a potentiality for very clear
thinking and very powerful action. 10
Maharishi speaks of normal human life encompassing
one hundred percent of the individual's capacity.

The thrust

of TM is to bring about complete use of the individual's
potentiality for Living.
TM

is

Maharish defines this as normal.

therefore a means of bringing about a major

transformation of the personality.

In the past, this has been

called mystical or religious.
'~I could start a religion, ". the Maharishi once
cOu'Jnented, "but it would limit my course be
cause 50 many million men are tied to their
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religion. So now I apply to people of all
religions .and I do not try to convert them .•. Ii
Maharishi prefers not to limit TM by calling it a religion
and refuses to call it mystical since·it may be explained
through twentieth century scientific means.
Maharishi is adapting the teaching.to twentieth
century normS.-- scientific validation.

The end result of

the transformation experience is "self-sufficiency.,,12Flease
note the similarity to Maslow's B-State. 13 It is obvious why
teachers of Ti','; uphold the "purity of teaching."
not, it would not work;

If they did

and since they do, it does.

Rec£gitment and Fublicity.

Recruitment techniques

involve posters announcing introductory talks, SIMS clubs,
notification of introductory talks to meditators with en
couragement for them to notify friends, as well as newspaper
articles and pUblic service announcements.
SI&8 as a rule does not use much paid publicity;
is not found to be

~ffective.

it

When TOO becomes well enough known

that people will normally be considering trying it, then paid
advertisements ·will be effective.

Until then, SIMS must rely

on word of mouth.
In the past four years

SIlf~

has been making available

increasing numbers of reprints of favorable articles about
TM.

Articles in Science Magazine, Science Digest, Journal of

the American Medical Association, New England Journal of
Medic ine and Scientific il.F.lerican hallmarked pr\!' s entrance into
the field of legitimate investigation.
Street Journal, and Time

Ma~azine.

Articles in The \\12.11

Fsycholo~y

Today, Today's
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Health, Marriage Magazine, and The New York Times, all in
1971-1972. indicate

nition.l~SIW~ is

T~·s

increasing-popular appeal and recog

beginning to actively seek support in the

Government.
::. ~.r:--':; ~ -:. ;-~~('.InBti

tutions.. 1,

Government 1

Originally lYlaharishi

espoused a passive but supporting attItude toward govern
ments.

nIr you change the

consciou~ness

first. then you

can go about changing the system.·~50f late (1973) Maharishi
has shown an eagerness to speak to government officials.

NI

will speak, to any legislature.t~6MIU has published a book
called Government, In it the role of government is discussed
in terms of its functions and needs.

TM is offered as a

solution to the 'problems governments are trying to deal with,
"These two premises then. that the individual
is the basis of social order. and that his
capacity to ~unction may be improved on all
levels simultaneously, when taken together
provide a new foundation for responsible gov
ern~ent a~tion to fulfill the needs and
desires of its ~stituency with unprecedented
effectiveness."
Finally. the

~lor.ld

Plan Executive Counc i:' ("108")

have been approaching senators and congressmen for letters
of endorsement.

The programs they wish endorsed are

I

IU-ETV,

The World Plan and SCI co'urses.l8
2,

Re:igion:

Maharishi has said in. The Science of

Being and the Art of Living:
"Phe rituals of the various religions represent
the body, and the practice of directly ex~eriencing
Being represents the spirit. Both are necessary
and 3hould go hand . .it9hand. One will not survive
wi·;;hout the ether."

Joe Clarke

used to say in lectures. "r..l edi tation has nothing

to do with religion, religion may have everything to do with
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.
med~tat~on."

2~1he SI MS
'
pol1cy
has b een t

away from speaking of religion.

0

steer a clear course

Whenever Maharishi speaks, he

emphasizes a logical approach and verification by direct ex
perience.

Whatever theology Maharishi may refer to, he will

continually refer to direct experience and if people begin to
have religious experiences. there will be a logical explanation
available.
-Maharishi has not allowed Thl to compete with organized
religion, and those seeking a meditative-religious experience
hear little talk of God or morals in TM lectures.

The approach

is pragmatic.

3. Education:
education.

TM is taught as a supplement to

Philosophically, Maharishi explains that TM

Should be taught to each youngster by the age of ten or
twelve so that by the time he is physically mature, he is also
mentally and emotionally fully developed.
-

-

"The purpose of education is to culture the
mind of a man so that he can accomplish all his
aims in life. Education, to justify itself,
should enable a man to use the full potential
of his body, .mind and spirit. It should also
develop in him the ability to ~ake the best
use of his personality, surroundings and
circumstances so that he may accomplish the
maximum in life for himself and for others.
There are tremendous latent possibilities which
are never unfolded hy young people during their
student life •.. 21
-.

II

An educated man should be capable of becoming a
responsible and productive citizen.
It was hoped that TM would be adopted by schools
throughout the nation.
being.

When this did not happen,

~iIU

came into

II'lahar ishi ;International Uni vers i ty offers ESC I. -'iSCI

and DSCI degree programs.

The -curricula includes basic and
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advanced courses in SCI as well as more specialized studies
in traditional disciplines and a regular course of meditation
and rounding with each semester.

MIU is in the process of

gaining accreditation regionally, nationally, ·and locally.22
It is hoped that MIU will be able to transfer credit and
offer degrees in the near future.

Holders of ESCI degrees

will be qualified to teach TM.
MIU ·is also in the process of setting up twenty
ETV stations to teach college-of-the-air courses.

The cur

ricula will be similar to courses taught at MIU academies
which are incidentally yet to be built.

4. Sciences

SD~

encourages scientific research

into.the effects of TM. but. discourages tampering with
the actual technique.

It is through the scientific research

that Tl'ii first received favorable

national press.) and findings

.in psychiatric ar.d social fields will help build a greater
reputation for SIMS.

In the future drug abuse, crime, and

mental illness may well offer fields for conquest and fame.
If TM is

abl~

to help reform drug abusers, rehabilitate crimi

nals, and cure mental patients, then its value will not be
d 23_
l' .
t d'
·
t e.
over 1 00 k e d an d canna t b e overes t lma
~re lmlnary s U les
24
indicate TM has that potential.

Still the meditator is of prime importance and people
are asked not to manipulate or imitate the technique of Transc
endental Meditation.

Jerry Jarvis is quoted in the New York

Times as saying, "We know that TM works when it is properly
taught.

We believe that we have something important to give
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to the world.

"We

want it done right,,,'25

As SIMS and TM have been moving toward institu
tionalization, SIMS has not been in conflict with other in
stitutions,

The socialization program in TM involves lectures

·
b
'
.
26 The TM medi
b ased on an d reInforced
y dlrect
experIence.

tator relates his own experience to his past experiences
interpreting his life for himself.
more self-sufficient,

He becomes stronger and

He relies less on concepts, condition

ing and more on his own abilities,

He relates better to or

ganizations and institutions but judges them by his own stan
dards.

Large national institutions such as government, edu

cation, religion, and medicine are strengthened by their as
sociation with TM,

Industry benefits from increased pro

ductivity. but the TM meditator feels less dependent on his
environment,
TM brings about maturing of the individual and
unfoldment of his· abilities.
The glue that binds the structure of SIMS together
is found in
benefits,

~he

experience of meditation and its resulting

However, the structure as a whole can be seen as

a normitively oriented institution and its relationship
with other institutions may be analyzed.
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CHAFTER VI
CONCLUSION

The goal of TM is to become completely institution
alized, legitimized and and absorbed into the culture-

Maharishi

refers to Vedic India, where the head of each family taught
his children--how to-meditate-and was able t6

proclai~

"No one

in my family remains ignorant ... 1 In doing so SIMS and the
World Plan can be viewed as social movements, both general
and expressive, complex organizations, routinizations of chari
sma. and as a form of anticipatory legitimation of an insti
tution.

The form of SIMS keeps changing and we may expect ano

ther reorganization within two years.

There is a guided pur

. pose in each change with consequences on every level of
social impact. Where the key to the understanding of TM lies
in direct experiences.
lies in expansion.

the key to the understanding of SHjS

The stability of the movement also lies in

expansion. If TM brings fulfillment, th;e,1 every_ man is a
potential meditator until he enjoys a state of fulfillment.
TM has a chance for enormous expansion.

Those who began

TM are determined by social considerationsto Some degree.
Whether the individual is wealthy enough to afford TM; is
well-fed enough to think of mental frames of reference,.or is
willing to consider meditation as useful, is dependent upon
background, cultural drifts. and the availability of money
and opportunity through military, industrial. educational,

medical, governmental, or civic loans or endorsement.
As the

SIr~

policies concerning requirements for

admission to the program and as the social response to TM
changes,more people in different strata of society will be
come acquainted with the TM program.

'1-

predict rapid ex

expansion of TM into national and world institutiqnsl

I

predict also that different form of social control may be
deployed against the rise of SIMS.

Social control has

operated in the present in terms of a lack of interest in
TM.

In the future many organizations may speak out against

TN, possibly fearing an infringement on their territories of
interests. 2 Maharishi has responde~ to criticism by asserting
positive yalues and not paying much attention to the negative
qualities of the criticizer.
Th~

This policy will continue.

individual goals of the movement lie in the

increase ir. the capacity for knowing effected in the indivi
dual.

The ultimate growth of pure consciousness in human

experience ushers in a state of fulfillment and joy and effect
iveness in living.

It is Maharishi's genius that he is able to

make the beautiful and joyous seem pragmatic and the pragmatic
depend on full ilmer development of the individual.
"Man is born to live a perfect life. encom
passing the values of the transcendental
Absolute-- unlimited energy. intelligence,
power, peace, and 'bliss-- together with the
unlimited values of the world of multiplicity
in relative existence. '0

This state of a fully developed individual is in effect a

10).

state of complete self-sufficiency,

Whether the man is a

politician, businessman, student or monk, he enjoys complete
self-stability and self-sufficiency . .
aCosmic consciousness means that consciousness
which includes the experience of the relative
field together with the state of absolute Being.
This state of cosmic consciousness is one where
the mind lives in eternal freedom, remaining
unbound by whatever it experiences during all
activities in the relative world. This freedom
from the bondage of experience gives the mind
'a s~atus of cosmic consciousness, a condition
of eternal freedom in all the relative states
of life-- waking, dreaming and sleeping." 4
Much of the activities of individuals in society is based on
needs.5 Neurosis and psychosis are extreme examples of
need.

The type of activity that is based on psychological

needs will cease to exist.

A "higher" type of activity is based

on joy and creative expression.

People will eat, breathe,

work. produce and enjoy study,recreation and leisure.
the state of suffering will cease to exist.
considered a means

~o

Utopia.

But

TM could be

Whether and how this will

evolve remains to be seen, maybe in our generation.

~The

state

of an inner--lack of self-sufficiency is a perfect precipi
tating ground for all [social change.] ,,6 The outer values of
productivity have been so emphasized that some today no
longer even believe is human consciousness,? There is a
trend now to re-assert human nature and the values of the
inner man.

In a recent article in Time Magazine, a special

. section entitled "The Rediscovery of Human Nature" indicated
a new concern with the "notion that society has to be made
by men with all the personal responsibility and travail that

the task entails:' 8 Rollo May is quoted as saying -My faith in
that is that the human being will be rediscovere4 •.

(an~

that

when we develop a society which trains us rightly, we'll all
be in fine shape.

II

9 Further mention is made of Victor Frankl's

logotherapy which~seeks'to free man's spiritual unconscious
so that he can realize his innate need to find meaning in life.'~O
I feel that there is presently. a trend, a cultural
drift to a renewed interest in Utopias.

Maharishi has ex

. plained that every man seeks fulfillment in life.
man wants to be hapPYI"ll knowingly or not.

l' • • •

every

It is my contention

that through direct experience and symbol making, man is
constantly giving meaning to life: 2 'fhe increase of capacity for
experience brought about by the regular practice of TM effects
a continuous redefinition of the meaning of life.

The ex

periencer re-assesa:s' :his past and future in light of his present
experience.

The mechanics of this process allow for an ex

planation of social change.

The social consequence will be

the introduction of a new social order.

Blumer speaks of a

social order in terms of expectations, (refer.ring to customs ,
traditions, rules and norms), values (attitudes toward ex
pectations) conceptions about oneself and others, and a com
mon SUbjective orientation. l0
Through the practice of TM, the subjective orienta
tion becomes based in pure consciousness;
tive, creative, energetic.

the moods are posi

The self-conception becomes based

on the interaction of direct experience and the symbolic
interpretation.14 one experiences life in terms of unbounded
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ness and interprets it to be bliss.

"Every perception,

the sound of every word, the touch of every little particlef and the smell of whatever may be, brings a tidal wave
from the ocean of eternal
accordingly modified.

bliss."~values and expectation are

This is how

TM

social order without a revolution.

may usher in a new

Hoffer and other writers

discussing social movements invariably focus on revolt or
violence.

This is due to the goal of the movement defined in

terms of changing man's thought patterns·oractivity patterns;
at these levels there is conflict..

TM

seeks only to expand man's

consciousness, a level that allows for no conflict.
Pure consciousness is the basis·of experience. Expand that
and experience will be re-evaluated.
The social consequence of TM may:
1)

Elevate man above an artificially
oriented society, and bring technology
actually within man's ability to control
it,

2)

Therefore elevate the society he lives in

3)

Which will help bring about circular
reaction for those not yet meditating
and interpretive reaction for those who
are,· and

4)

Thereby modify society to reflect the
values of peace, prosperity and strength.

Therefore we can view the phenomenon of the growth
of TM as the redefinition of man in terms of experience and
symbol-making~·

This social movement is the evolution of the

meaning of man attributed to himself by himself.

How man views

himself expressed as a basic underlying value is inherent in
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all of man's activities, philosophies and disciplines.

Is

man economic, pragmatic, a needy and greedy creature, a child,
or a fully-evolved, fully-developed self-sufficient adult?
The answer to this depends on the confrontation of elements
of culture with the level of awarenesS-

(capa9it~c-.for

experience) within each man's consciousness.

direct

Within the

continuity of each life, experience and symbol are constant
ly combining and defining what it means to be alive for
each person.

By altering the ability to experience, TM is

altering the capacity to evaluate life.

The growth of TM

can be looked at as the expansion of consciousness as well
as the sequential

ch~nge

in human activity, institutions,

roles, and all that takes place within a given social order.
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52. Ibid •• p. 139.

53.
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54.
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56. Lecture, Summer Course, Humboldt State College, Cal
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57. Amltal Etzloni, A Comparative Analysis of Complex
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58. Courtegy of Frederick A.

Geib.

59. Edward B. Fiske, Thou~ands Findln6 Meditation Eases
Stress, The New York Tlmes,(December 11, 1972)0
60. Maharishi Mahesh Yogi, lecture given at Summer Course,
Poland Spring, Maine, July, 1970.

Chapter -5
1. Max Weo~r, Essays 1n Sociolog~, edt and trans. H. H.
Gerth and C. Wright Mills, (New York, 1946), p. 248 - pure
ohar1sma ftls c~nstantly being proved.
2. Ibid., p. 297-298.

3. Maharishi, lecture, Mallorca, January, 1972
4. Ibid.

0

111.

5. Meditation Means and EndSt -A Conversation with Demetri
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6.
1.
1913) •

Ibid.
Maharishi, leoture, Santa Barbara, California (January

8. Colleotion, International Center for Soientifio
Researoh, MIU, Los AngeIes.
9. Jhan Robbin'- and David Fisher, "Tranquility Without
Pills," All About Transcendental Meditation, (New York, 1972)
pp. 97-130.
10. Daniel Goleman."Meditation as Meta-Therapy. Hypotheses
Toward a Fifth State of Consciousness," Journal of Transpersonal
Psychology, Vol. 3. No.1. (1971) pp. 1-25.
-.

~

11.

Robbins and Fisher, Ope cit., p. 104.

12.

See Chapter 6, Cosmic Consciousness, ff.

13 •

Loc. cit.

14.

See bibliography.

,.' 15 ... aoe~Clarke, quoted in stu Werbis, "Transcendental
Meditation for Everyone This Year," Phoenix (August 3, 1971)
p. 21.

16.

Maharishi, leoture, Santa Barbars, (January 1973).

17.

Government, (Los Angeles, MIU Press, 19?2) p. 22.
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Farwell informed me of a number of letters received.

19.

OPt oit ••

(1966) p. 256.

20 Author, lecture, Bates College, Lewiston, Maine,
(September 27, 1970).
21. _ Maharishi, (1966), op: cit •• p. 210.
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2). Personal communication, Captain Kelley, Commandant
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drug-abuse programs,· October, 1972.
24. See articles 1n "International Center,··op. cit.

25. Edward B. Fiske, Thousands Finding Meditation Eases

Stress, The New York Times, December II, 1972.
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Chapter 6
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J. Meharlshi Mahesh Yogi, The Science of Being and the
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4. Ibid., p. 250.
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(Princeton, 1962). p. 19 ff.
6. Daniel Jackson, SIMS coordinator, Darien, interview,
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